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Photographic theme of this annual report
Financial markets are complex systems whose
signals must be decoded and converted into concrete
strategies. An asset manager’s role is to distinguish
long-term trends from temporary deviations, and
to be quick to identify patterns amid the apparent
chaos.

About AP3
Total assets at 31 Dec 2005
Equities 56.1%
Fixed income 40.0%

Alternative
investments 3.9%

U AP3 manages a diversiﬁed global portfolio of equities, ﬁxed
income assets and alternative investments.

Fund capital at year-end (SEK billion)

U Parliament has given AP3 a mandate to generate high
returns at a low level of risk. The AP3 Board deﬁnes this as
an average return of 4% in real terms over time.
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U In the ﬁve years from 2001, up to and including 2005,
AP3’s portfolio has delivered an average real return of 3.5%
per year.
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U AP3 is one of ﬁve so-called buffer funds (or AP funds) in
Sweden’s national pension system. The funds’ assets serve
as a buffer to even out any surpluses or deﬁcits that arise
in the pension system. The returns generated by the funds
are part of the long-term ﬁnancing of Swedish state
pensions.
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AP3’s fund capital rose from SEK 134.0 billion
on 1 January 2001 to SEK 192.0 billion at
year-end 2005.

Highlights in 2005
U AP3’s total return after
expenses amounted to
17.7% in 2005, the best
performance in the Fund’s
history. Total return before
expenses totalled 17.9%.
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Statement by the CEO

Foundations in place for proﬁtable management

I am proud to report a record performance by
AP3 in 2005. We delivered a portfolio return of
17.7% after expenses, the best annual performance in our ﬁve-year history. During the year
we contributed a further SEK 28.8 billion to the
national pension system. The system recorded
only a small surplus in 2004, and the strong investment returns in 2005 have thus reduced the
risk of lower indexation of future pensions.
Success after a difﬁcult start
Five years have passed since the AP funds received
their new investment guidelines and mandates. When
the pension system reforms were adopted it was
suggested that the results should be evaluated after a
reasonable period, such as ﬁve years. AP3 had a difﬁcult baptism, amid heavy falls on world equity markets
in 2001 and 2002 in the wake of the IT bubble. Since
then, however, our portfolio has delivered strong
returns. The total portfolio return in the ﬁrst ﬁve years
was SEK 41.3 billion. Robust returns in 2005 enabled
us to lift our average real return on assets to an annual
rate of 3.5%.
Innovative management
In our ﬁrst ﬁve years we have built a modern and
innovative asset management operation to achieve
our goal of high returns at a low level of risk. The
government’s annual review of the AP funds criticised
us for having a lower level of portfolio risk than was
justiﬁed by our costs. But the fact is that our goal
is not to assume higher levels of risk but to generate higher returns. Creating the right conditions for
proﬁtable and active risk-taking takes time. It requires
the building of a diversiﬁed global portfolio offering
a broad spectrum of active risk decisions. It requires

highly skilled managers and a carefully structured
investment process. It also requires strong risk analysis
and control. My primary focus when I joined the Fund
in September 2004 was to further improve conditions
for risk-taking and delivering strong returns.
Reaping the rewards
In 2005, we began to reap the fruit of our labours.
AP3’s managers produced an active return of 1.2%, or
SEK 1.8 billion, for the year. The average active return
for the ﬁve-year period amounted to 0.38% before
expenses, which in kronor terms was SEK 3.0 billion.
Favourable international comparisons
Is this a good investment performance? To put our
efforts into context, data from CEM1 show that the
200 largest North American pension funds generated
an average annual active return of 0.55% from 1994 to
2004. Excluding 2000, which was an extreme year, the
annual ﬁgure was 0.27%. Clearly, AP3’s management
performance stands up well to international comparison.
Continuous development
Even though we are satisﬁed with what we have
achieved, we do not intend to rest on our laurels.
The challenge facing us is to generate strong returns
that are sustainable in the long run, which means we
must constantly develop and improve our operations.
Initiatives here include improving portfolio-related
analysis, identifying new investment opportunities, and
strengthening conditions for active risk-taking.
In 2005, we focused on clarifying our portfolio
management goals and investment horizons. We also
launched a programme to develop the analysis and
decision-making process on which strategic portfolio
1
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CEM is a Canadian consultancy ﬁrm.

allocations are based. The platform for independent active risk decisions in investment management
operations was broadened and adjustments made to
the equity management structure. We also reorganised
Swedish and European equities to improve conditions
for active management.
Furthermore, we conducted a detailed cost
benchmarking exercise to compare ourselves with
other pension funds and ensure that our operations
are cost-effective. This is described in more detail on
pages 14-15.
Leader in alternative investments
AP3 continues to be a leader in alternative investments. In 2005, we made 17 new investment commitments to private equity funds and also began to create
a portfolio of small cap listed research companies in
the life science sector, spanning biotechnology and
related ﬁelds. We also commenced investments in
infrastructure assets (for example roads, bridges and
hospitals), which offer strong and stable returns at a
low level of risk.

diversiﬁed portfolio. The new system makes it easier
for us to invest in new types of security. We also
strengthened the Risk Control department as part
of ongoing efforts to improve the asset management
structure.
New investment assets
In the year ahead we will be taking further steps to
broaden the portfolio. We have begun investing in
emerging markets and will also be considering ways
to extend the real estate portfolio to international
holdings.
We have to continue being innovative in a market
that is constantly changing and offering new investment opportunities, returns and risks. We aim to be
forward-looking and ensure we are well equipped to
meet whatever challenges arise on the ﬁnancial markets. Most of all, we are working constantly to create
the best platform for strong and sustainable returns on
the Fund’s pension capital.
kerstin hessius
CEO

Improved risk control and administration
During the year AP3 introduced a new portfolio
system better suited to the management of a global
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AP3’s role in the pension system

Long-term mandate

AP3 is part of Sweden’s national pension
system. Our mandate is to generate maximum
possible beneﬁt for the national pension system
by managing our fund capital so as to deliver
strong investment returns at a low level of risk.
The AP funds have two different roles within the pension system. First, they act as a buffer by using their
capital to fund future pension payments. Second, they
generate investment returns that contribute to the
long-term ﬁnancing of the system.
Pension system ﬁnancing
The national retirement pension consists of two separate elements and systems: an income pension and a
premium pension. The income pension is pay-as-you-

Payment flows in the national pension system
Pensions are financed by a contribution amounting to 18.5% of total
salary, with 2.5% being allocated to individual premium pension accounts.
16% is used to
finance current
pensions.
AP1, AP2, AP3 and AP4
receive one quarter of
all pension contributions.

AP1, AP2, AP3 and AP4
each finance one quarter of
total pension disbursements.
AP1, AP2,
AP3, AP4

Pension disbursements
totalled SEK 165 billion
in 2004.
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go, which means that current pensions are funded by
contributions paid by people currently in work.
Pension contributions are 18.5% of salary (up to a
statutory maximum of SEK 44,500 x 7.5) and are paid
as taxes and fees. Of this, 2.5 percentage points go into
a premium pension and 16 percentage points into an
income pension.
The 2.5 percentage points paid into the premium
pension may be invested by each individual in the
mutual funds of his or her choice. The pension premiums of those who do not actively select mutual funds
are invested by the Seventh Swedish National Pension
Fund (AP7). The Premium Pension Authority administers the premium pension system.
The remaining 16 percentage points are paid into
the national pension system and are designated as
rights to a future pension. The pension system is
structured so that people in work today pay the
pensions of those currently in retirement. Thus,
current pension contributions fund current pensions.
However, pension contributions do not exactly match
annual pension liabilities, and it is here that the AP
funds function as a buffer.
What is a buffer fund?
AP3, together with AP1, AP2, AP4 and AP6, is one of
ﬁve buffer funds. The funds’ combined capital is used to
balance temporary deﬁcits that may arise between payments of pension contributions and pension disbursements. Such deﬁcits may arise if the number of people
in employment falls at the same time as the number of
pensioners rises. An increase in the number of pensioners increases the payment burden on people in work
today. Many other factors also inﬂuence the future
balance between contributions and disbursed pensions,
and these are described in the chart on page 6.

What will happen when the people born in the
1940s retire?
We already know that pension liabilities are likely to
exceed contributions after 2010, which is when people
born in the 1940s will start to retire. The AP funds will
at that point use their fund capital to cover this deﬁcit.
Current forecasts suggest the funds will manage this
task successfully and without the so-called automatic
balancing mechanism being activated. Indeed, the
funds’ capital is expected to continue growing.

Scenarios for gap between pension contributions and disbursements

How will this affect pensions?
The size of an individual’s future pension depends on
the number of “pension credits” that he or she has
amassed. Pension entitlements are indexed upwards
annually in line with wage growth to ensure that
pensioners’ living standards remain in line with those
of Swedes in general.

The size of pension disbursements reﬂects the system’s rules and how these combine with
demographic and economic trends. Since the number of people born in any one year differs,
along with the period of time they spend in employment, pension contribution income and disbursements will ﬂuctuate over time. Surpluses and deﬁcits are managed by the system’s buffer
funds.
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Pessimistic without balancing

Net contributions are initially positive but are forecast to turn negative from about 2010, when
people born in the 1940s enter retirement. An improvement is expected to occur from about
2020, and by 2040 contribution income will exceed disbursements, according to optimistic scenarios. However, net contributions will remain negative according to the pessimistic demographic
scenario. Automatic balancing limits the size of the deﬁcit.
Source: Swedish Social Insurance Agency
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What factors influence the balance between pension contributions and disbursements?

AP funds'
buffer capital

Paid-in
contributions

• Population growth
• Labour market participation
• Economic growth
• Wage growth

Primary investment
rules of the AP funds
X At least 30% of each
fund’s assets must be
invested in low-risk
ﬁxed income securities.
X A maximum 40%
of assets may be
exposed to currency
risk.
X Each fund may own
shares corresponding
to no more than 10%
of the voting equity
in any single listed
company.
X Each fund may own
no more than 2% of
the capitalisation of
the Stockholm stock
market.
X No more than 5% of
a fund’s assets may
be invested in private
equity. Such investments must be made
indirectly via private
equity ﬁrms or funds.
X At least 10% of a
fund’s assets must be
managed by external
managers.
X Funds may not invest
in commodities.
X Funds may invest in
derivatives to make
their operations more
effective and to manage risks.
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Paid-out
pensions

• Number of pensioners
• Average life expectancy
• Wage growth

In 2004, contributions to the pension system totalled SEK 172 billion and pension disbursements totalled SEK 165 billion. The combined buffer capital of the AP funds was equal to approximately four years’ pension disbursements. Contributions and disbursements
vary over time in accordance with the factors described above.

Automatic balancing
It is vital for the future health of the Swedish pension
system that pension liabilities in the long-run are balanced by pension assets. The capital of the AP funds
accounts for about 10% of the system’s assets, with the
remainder being the value of future pension contributions. Liabilities are the value of future pension
disbursements. The pension system’s ﬁnancial status
is expressed as a balance ﬁgure. At the end of 2004,
the system had a small surplus of about SEK 9 billion,
equivalent to a balance ﬁgure of 1.0014.
When the balance ﬁgure falls below 1 it means
liabilities exceed assets, at which point the automatic
Pension system balance figure

Role of the AP funds in case of balancing
In the event that there is a risk of automatic balancing
occurring, the size of the AP funds’ capital takes on
great signiﬁcance for the size of the pensions paid out
by the system. If investment returns are favourable,
the risk of a deﬁcit decreases. Thus, the role of the AP
funds is to reduce the risk of the automatic balancing
mechanism being activated.
The funds have rules stating that their asset mix
must be based on careful analysis of what is best for
the pension system. The rules stress the importance of
maintaining a long-term investment perspective that caters for the interests of all generations. There should be
an appropriate level of risk diversiﬁcation, which means
that the funds invest in a diverse range of assets.
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balancing mechanism is activated. Balancing involves
the value of pension credits being indexed at a lower
rate, thereby reducing the value of future pensions.
Indexation remains at this new, lower level until
assets and liabilities return to equilibrium. Automatic
balancing means the pension system regulates its
own ﬁnances and avoids the government having to
intervene to raise contributions or borrow money to
pay for pensions.
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Mandate of the AP funds
The funds’ activities are regulated by the Swedish National Pension Funds Act (2000:192). This states that
the First, Second, Third and Fourth Swedish National
Pension Funds must manage their assets to generate
maximum beneﬁt for the income-based retirement
pension system. At the chosen risk level, the funds’
assets should be invested so as to deliver high longterm returns. The overall level of risk in the funds’
investments should be low.
Government assessment
The AP funds are reviewed annually by the Ministry
of Finance on behalf of the government and their
performance is assessed against a range of indicators
including investment returns, risk management, investment activity and cost-effectiveness.

Investment rules of the AP funds
The funds’ investment rules are set by Parliament.
They are highly ﬂexible but have a core requirement:
that the assets in which the funds invest must be
liquid, which means that it must be possible to buy or
sell them.
The funds must also invest in an environmentally
and ethically responsible manner, without this impinging on the primary goal of high investment returns.
Investments must be independent of business or
economic policy considerations.
The funds’ rules are based on a ﬁve-party political
agreement and changing them would in effect require
the ﬁve parties to agree on any changes.

Government review
The AP funds are reviewed annually by the Ministry
of Finance on behalf of the government and their
performance is assessed against a range of indicators
including investment returns, risk management,
investment activity and cost-effectiveness.
Pension system balance sheet at 31 Dec 2004

7,000
6,000

Assets
SEK 6,253 bn

Liabilities
SEK 6,244 bn

AP Fund SEK 646 bn

5,000
4,000
3,000
2,000

Role as a government authority
AP3 is a government agency with a governmentappointed Board of Directors. However, the Fund differs from other government agencies in the following
ways:
Y The Board has full responsibility for the operations of the Fund. It decides the investment policy,
corporate governance policy and risk management
plan.
Y AP3 is more independent than most government
agencies because its activities are regulated by
legislation alone. The government may not, for
example, issue directives on the Fund's day-to-day
operations or asset management activities.
Y AP3 has external auditors, appointed by the government.

1,000

Read more about
the Swedish pension
system at the Swedish Social Insurance
Agency website at
www.forsakringskassan.se.
Resources there
include the Swedish
Pension System
Annual Report.

0
Source: The Swedish Social Insurance Agency

The AP funds hold about 10% of total pension system assets.
These assets fall into two categories. At the start of 2005, the
AP funds had combined capital of SEK 646 billion and contribution assets (the value of future contributions) of SEK 5,607 billion.
Liabilities (the value of future pension disbursements) totalled
SEK 6,244 billion.
The AP funds were given capital of SEK 536 billion when the new
pension system was introduced in 2001, which equated to SEK
134 billion per fund. By the start of 2005, combined fund capital
had risen to SEK 646 billion due to returns from the funds’ asset
management operations and pension contribution surpluses.
Source: The Swedish Social Insurance Agency
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Five-year summary 2001-2005

Recovery after a difﬁcult start
AP3’s long-term target is to achieve annual
growth in capital of 4% after inﬂation. Despite a
difﬁcult start, we are not far from this goal and
averaged an annual real return of 3.5% for the
ﬁve years ended 31 December 2005.
The new investment rules for the national pension
funds that came into effect in 2001 create a solid
platform for building modern and efﬁcient asset management structures, allowing the AP funds to exploit
opportunities for strong returns and risk diversiﬁcation
on global capital markets.
In the ﬁve years since our inception we have
constructed a diversiﬁed portfolio capable of delivering the long-term returns required to secure the future
health of the pension system. The starting portfolio
of SEK 134.0 billion has grown to SEK 192.0 billion,
reﬂecting investment returns of SEK 41.3 billion and
capital inﬂows of SEK 16.7 billion.
The investment returns have been achieved in spite
of the heaviest stock market losses in modern times
coinciding with the ﬁrst two years of the Fund’s operations. However, AP3’s investment structure meant we
retained high exposure to equities during the downturn, which left us well placed to beneﬁt from the
subsequent market rally.
Increasing competition on ﬁnancial markets makes
it vital to be innovative and ﬂexible in asset manage-

Fund capital (SEK billion)

AP3 – an innovative manager
• AP3 began building its private equity portfolio in 2001,
long before the rush to invest in private equity funds
seen in recent years.
• AP3 was the ﬁrst large Swedish institutional investor
to acquire holdings in timberland and infrastructure.
• AP3 has a highly diversiﬁed ﬁxed income portfolio
that also covers the expanding market for corporate
bonds, including high-yields.
• AP3’s global equity portfolio comprises large cap,
mid cap and small cap equities, and since 2004 also
includes microcaps – the smallest of the small caps.

ment. Since 2001, AP3 has demonstrated a proven
ability to lead the ﬁeld in identifying new investment
and risk diversiﬁcation opportunities.

Risk diversiﬁcation
The AP3 portfolio has been steadily diversiﬁed since
2001. Our strategy has been to look for and identify
assets capable of enhancing returns while lowering the
level of portfolio risk. The timeline on page 9 shows
some of the main steps. The starting portfolio was
almost entirely comprised of Swedish assets, prima-

Total returns on the AP3
portfolio (SEK billion)
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AP3’s fund capital has grown from
SEK 134.0 billion at inception in 2001
to SEK 192.0 billion at 31 December
2005. Net inﬂows in 2001-2005
totalled SEK 16.7 billion and total
returns were SEK 41.3 billion.
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Total returns including
net inflows (SEK billion)

2002
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2003
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2005

41.3
16.7

0
2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 Accumulated
2001–
Total return after expenses
2005
Net inflows

Starting Net
capital inflows
2001–
2001
2005

Total
Capital
return
at yearafter
end 2005
expenses
2001–
2005

Timeline of AP3’s creation of a diversified portfolio.
Feb 2000 Parliament
passes an act to
reform the national
pension system.

Jan 2001 AP3 receives
SEK 134 billion in
starting capital.

April 2001 First investment commitment in
private equity funds
(Swedestart Tech and
Swedestart Life Science).

June 2001 Transition to June 2002 Investments
new strategic portfolio in US corporate
bonds.
complete. 55% of
portfolio invested in
foreign assets.

Aug 2002 Launch
of active external
mandates for Japan
and Asia-Paciﬁc.

May 2004 First invest- March 2004 Timberland
ments in credit swaps. holdings introduced
into the real estate
portfolio via investment in Bergvik Skog.

March 2004 Shift to
Sep 2003 Investments June 2003 Investments April 2003 High-yield
bonds added to ﬁxed
strategic portfolio with in European small cap in US small cap and
income portfolio.
semi-ﬂoating weights, and mid cap equities. mid cap equities.
reducing transaction
costs.

June 2004 AP3 starts
to follow the new
FTSE global equity
index, which gives
greater weight to
small cap and mid
cap companies.

Aug 2004 Investments
in US microcap fund.

July 2004 Investments
in international timberland funds.

Sep 2005 Investments in European
infrastructure assets
(Private Finance
Initiative).

Nov 2005 Completion of ﬁrst investment in a new life
science portfolio.
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rily large cap equities and government and mortgage
bonds. In the ﬁrst half of 2001 the equity weight was
increased from 28% till 49% and the foreign asset
weight from 3% to 45%.
The now highly diversiﬁed strategic portfolio is
appreciably better placed to offer high returns than the
starting portfolio. The adjustments have improved the
forecast pension system surplus in 2030 by more than
50% (equivalent to SEK 1.1 billion) compared to the
initial portfolio.
The strategic portfolio combines investments in
high-yield assets with a higher level of risk and investments that generate lower but stable income ﬂows.
The aim is to achieve diversiﬁcation gains by combining assets with a low or negative correlation. Our long
investment timeframe allows us to make investments
that tie up capital for long periods of time, for instance
ﬁve to seven years. Such investments offer a liquidity
premium and can generate strong returns in comparison to the level of risk involved.
Projected surplus of the pension system in 2030
comparing alternative portfolios (SEK billion)
2,500
The diagram shows returns on a
globally diversiﬁed portfolio in terms
of their impact on the pension system.
AP3’s initial portfolio consisted
solely of Swedish assets. The projected
surplus has been almost doubled by
raising the equity weight. The diagram
assumes that all AP funds share the
same portfolios as AP3.
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The AP3 active asset management strategy seeks to
deliver favourable risk-adjusted returns, and is based
on creating a highly diversiﬁed strategic portfolio by
spreading active risk across a large number of separate
decision points. AP3’s asset management model
combines managers with different focus areas and
management styles, which lowers the level of active
risk (measured as tracking error). By selecting managers with an ability to deliver active returns we generate
active returns at a low level of risk. The outcome is a
strong risk-adjusted return (measured, for example, as
an information ratio).
Diversifying active risk results in reported tracking
error for the total portfolio being lower than the active
risk for a single mandate. Tracking error also reﬂects
market volatility, and in 2004 and 2005 volatility was
historically low. This reduced tracking error, despite
an increased proportion of active management.
The AP3 Board sets an annual target for active
return from the market-listed portfolio, and has gradually increased this target as our active management
has expanded. The target in 2004-2005 was 0.2-0.8
percentage points, with a mid-point of 0.5. For 2006,
the mid-point has been raised to 0.6. The target is
deﬁned as an annual average over a rolling three-year
period. From 2001 to 2005, AP3’s management generated an average active return (outperformance of the
benchmark index) of 0.38% before expenses, equating
to an accumulated value of SEK 3.0 billion.

Strategic portfolio

Active returns on listed assets (%)

From 2001 to 2005, AP3’s management generated an average active
return of 0.38% before expenses. The
target level for 2004-2005 was 0.20.8 percentage points, with a median
point of 0.5. As of 2006, the target is
0.6 percentage points.

Active risk management
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Returns and expenses
AP3’s strategy for building a portfolio with an optimal
asset mix is founded on an analysis of returns after
expenses. This is important because the costs of an
investment are variable. Generally, assets with higher
risk and higher returns are more expensive to manage,
while cost levels are also dependent on the level of
active risk in the portfolio. The cost of managing an
asset is also inﬂuenced by factors such as geographic
proximity, market efﬁciency and liquidity.
In 2001, AP3’s costs were 0.1% of fund capital. This
ﬁgure was so low because the portfolio was undiversiﬁed and a large proportion of the assets were under
passive management. In 2005, costs were about 0.2%
of fund capital, and the increase stemmed from a
deliberate strategy to increase risk diversiﬁcation and
active management.
The equity portfolio has been diversiﬁed into small
cap and mid cap stocks and the ﬁxed income portfolio
expanded to include corporate and high-yield bonds.
Capital has been gradually shifted from markets where
management is cheaper, such as the US and Europe,
into markets where management is more expensive,
such as Japan and Asia-Paciﬁc.
The increased emphasis on active management has
also led to higher costs. AP3’s commission model for
active mandates is based on relatively low ﬁxed commissions and a bonus system that pays out only when
managers exceed stated targets. Thus, higher active
returns lead to higher commissions. Our external
management operations were highly successful from

Returns and expenses
2001-2005 (SEK billion)

2003 to 2005, and costs increased as a result. The
remainder of the cost increase relates to the start of
private equity investments through private equity
funds.
In SEK terms, costs are also inﬂuenced by the
value of fund capital, and the SEK 58.0 billion
increase in fund capital since AP3’s inception has
increased our costs in absolute terms.
Judged over the ﬁve years from 2001, the Fund’s
diversiﬁcation and active management strategy has
been highly proﬁtable. For example, the diversiﬁcation into small cap and mid cap equities has
increased portfolio returns by SEK 1.0 billion. Our
total active return during the period stands at just
over SEK 3 billion.

Macroeconomic trends
By the end of the 1990s, hopes for the “new
economy” were riding high. Global GDP growth
was strong and equity markets were rising to ever
higher levels. But when the IT bubble burst in 2000,
business investment plunged and global equity
markets went into reverse. Initially, many observers
predicted a temporary correction, but by the time
the market bottomed the correction was the sharpest in the modern era. World equity markets lost an
average 51% of their value between their peak in
March 2000 and their nadir in spring 2003. These
falls weakened household consumption, further
exacerbating the downturn.

AP3’s equity returns in Europe and North America 2004-2005 (%)
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Not until 2003 did the economy start to recover, with
the help of expansive ﬁscal and monetary policy,
particularly in the US. Looser global monetary policy
resulted in bond yields falling to very low levels, while
ﬁnancial market risk premiums were reduced by the
economic turnaround and increasing liquidity. The rebound in demand, combined with robust productivity
growth, fuelled strong equity market gains from 2003
to 2005. For a couple of years, equity markets and
bond markets posted simultaneously strong performance, but returns on the latter have eased in recent
times following a series of central bank interest rate
increases. The countries at the vanguard of the upturn
have seen ﬂatter equity markets due to lower productivity and earnings growth.
AP3 has had a lower overall level of risk and
exposure to equities than the other AP funds, and this
helped offset the impact of the heavy equity market
falls in 2001 and 2002. In 2001-2005, nominal returns
averaged 5.0% per annum while real returns averaged
3.5%.

AP3’s currency strategy has made a positive contribution to return, and between 2001 and 2004 currency
exposure increased steadily to 19.3% to offset a weaker
krona. In 2005, currency exposure was reduced to
14.7% in the strategic portfolio amid forecasts that the
krona would strengthen.

Real returns on the total portfolio (%)

Currency exposure in the
strategic portfolio (%)

In 2001, AP3 strongly increased its exposure to
equities to adapt the portfolio to the demands of the
pension system. In the years that followed, a series
of changes was made to the strategic portfolio in an
effort to attain higher long-term asset diversiﬁcation.
An example of this process was the expansion of the
equity portfolio into small cap equities in the US and
Europe. This shift took place on a step-wise basis in
2003 and 2004.
Since 2003, medium-term forecasts have been
factored in to strategic portfolio allocations and the
portfolio has been adjusted whenever anticipated
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Adding value via strategic allocation
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AP3’s target is a real return of 4% per
annum. In the ﬁve-year period 20012005, real returns averaged 3.5%
per annum.
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2001

2002
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2005

returns or risks in any market have been judged to be
greater or less than normal. Thus, we sold our entire
Japanese bond portfolio in 2003, reduced our holdings
of US equities in 2004, shortened the duration of the
ﬁxed interest portfolio in 2005 and reduced currency
exposure in 2005 and 2006.
Changes made to the AP3 strategic portfolio during
2005 had a negative impact on returns, but overall the
strategic allocations made from 2002 to 2005 increased total returns by SEK 4.2 billion.

Enhanced returns via active
management
Since its inception the Fund has actively managed
portfolio assets whenever this has been considered
likely to enhance returns. The share of actively managed assets has increased steadily since 2001 and
totalled 74% at the end of 2005. Over the ﬁve years,
this strategy has been a proﬁtable one for the Fund
and added about SEK 3 billion to investment returns
before expenses. This ﬁgure is roughly three times
AP3’s total costs of SEK 0.9 billion during the period.1
On an annualised basis, the active return for the ﬁve
years from 2001 totalled 0.38% before expenses and
0.22% after expenses.2 Our target for average active
return before expenses – calculated by combining the
annual targets for the period – was 0.42%. From 2006
this has been increased to 0.6% on a rolling three-year
basis. The Fund has generated active returns at a low
level of risk, resulting in highly favourable risk-adjusted

Information ratio for the listed
portfolio
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returns. For the ﬁve years ending 31 December 2005,
the information ratio (active return divided by active
risk) was 0.52. Active risk since inception (tracking
error) was 0.72% on a yearly basis. During the period,
active risk fell from 1% to 0.5%, due largely to a fall of
more than 50% in market volatility and the increase in
portfolio diversiﬁcation. Since active risks partly cancel
each other out, this reduces the total level of active
risk. For partly the same reasons, active risk remained
below target from 2001 to 2003. And from 2004 to
2005 it was just below the lower target band of 0.5%
to 1.8%.
For the ﬁve-year period, the main contributors to
active return were global equities, global ﬁxed income,
global currencies and tactical asset allocation. Negative
contributions were made by Swedish and European
large cap equities. The management strategies of these
portfolios were adjusted in 2005 to address their weak
performance.

Contributions to active return before
expenses 2001-2005 (SEK million)
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From 2001 to 2005, AP3
generated an average annual
active return of 0.38%,
equivalent to SEK 3.0 billion.
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Interview with AP3 CEO Kerstin Hessius

Diversiﬁed management:
cost-effective and proﬁtable

Why have the AP funds’ costs risen
since Parliament changed the investment rules in 2001?
The cost of managing assets depends
largely on the type of management you
have. Prior to the pension system reform,
fund capital was managed under different
investment rules. The portfolio had a high
share of ﬁxed income investments and
limited scope for risk diversiﬁcation. That
type of portfolio has relatively low management costs, but the disadvantage is that
returns are far too low to meet the pension
system’s needs.
When the system was reformed the
investment rules were changed. The goal
was simple: high returns at a low level of
risk. We’ve therefore sought to increase
returns by spreading risk across a broader
portfolio. This we have done by expanding our investments in equities and private
equity as well as extending our investments
to foreign assets. This has increased our
costs because equities are more expensive
to manage, and also because it is more
expensive to manage a globally diversiﬁed
portfolio than a Swedish one.
But don’t increased costs affect the
pension system by reducing the AP
funds’ proﬁts?
That’s actually not so, because the cost
increases we’ve seen mostly relate to the
fact that we’ve invested in assets or management that generate higher returns. The
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truth is that we’ve delivered billions in extra
returns while costs have risen by millions.
That’s beneﬁcial for pensioners and for the
pension system.
The government’s annual review said
the AP funds were not taking enough
risk and that costs should be lower.
Do you agree?
Our goal isn’t to have high levels of risk but
to generate high returns. By spreading risk
across the portfolio we increase our potential returns without any major increase in
risk. We’re also very careful about where we
invest. We only use expensive managers if
we’re convinced they are going to improve
our returns.
Is active management worth it? Is it
possible to beat the index?
It isn’t easy. In some markets we don’t
believe the probability of beating the index
is high enough to warrant active management. Examples include large cap equities
in the US and Europe, where we’ve chosen
index management, which is the cheapest
type of portfolio management.
At AP3 we spend a lot of time identifying assets, markets and mandates that
offer greater opportunities to create value
via active management. We have many
talented managers internally who contribute to our active return, although I should
add that you need many independent
managers to achieve a stable active return.

That’s why we also recruit active external
managers, and we do so in areas where we
have limited ability to build that expertise
internally. Small cap and mid cap equities in
Europe and the US are a good example of
areas where we’ve enlisted managers with
a proven track record of active returns. It’s
not the cheapest form of management, but
we ensure it’s cost-effective by only paying
higher rate commissions if they beat the
index. Our choices of active managers have
been good. On average they’ve generated
substantially higher returns than the index
and we have more than covered our costs.
So, yes, it’s worth it!
But the AP funds’ costs are said to be
higher than those of many other pension managers. How do you respond
to that?
It’s important to have a strong focus on
cost-efﬁciency at all times, but it’s difﬁcult
to compare the costs of different funds
without comparing their mandates. Our
mandate is different from most Swedish
and European life assurance companies.
We have a larger weight in equities because
of our different debt proﬁle. Management
costs are due largely to the portfolio’s structure, diversiﬁcation and active management
component.
In order to get a clearer picture we hired
CEM, a consultancy ﬁrm that specialises
in assessing the costs of pension funds.
CEM has a database of 250 funds and has

developed a benchmark consisting of funds
with similar portfolio structures to the AP
funds. The study showed that AP3’s costs
were close to the market average. We’re
using it to see if there are any areas where
we can reduce costs and we’ll be working
continuously to ensure our costs remain in
line with market levels.
Couldn’t the AP funds work together
to cut costs?
The CEOs of the AP funds meet regularly to
discuss opportunities to work together, and
obviously we’re interested in any possibilities. Unfortunately there’s no real scope for
major savings because we are four separate

funds with different investment strategies.
That’s the reason why we have four funds.

certainly isn’t the idea behind the pension
system reform, and the law is very clear
that the goal is high returns with low risk.

There’s been talk of a cost ceiling for
the AP funds. How do you react to that?
It would restrict us from reaching our target
of high returns with low risk. You can’t
view costs simply in absolute terms. Our
contribution to the pensioners of tomorrow
is the return on investment we generate
after expenses. Our job is to decide whether
an individual cost is justiﬁed based on the
likely return on investment. A cost ceiling
would take away that responsibility and
we could then simply blame the ceiling
for poor investment performance. That
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Investment policy

How AP3 structures the strategic portfolio

AP3’s objective is to generate the maximum
possible beneﬁt for the pension system over
a timeframe of 30 to 40 years. Achieving this
requires strong portfolio returns that offer longterm stability. The portfolio must therefore be
continually adapted to prevailing conditions on
ﬁnancial markets. This is the foundation of our
investment policy.
The investment process comprises a number of
structured steps in which the Fund’s undertakings as
a buffer fund are translated into an actively managed
portfolio. The ﬁrst step is to determine the optimum
structure of the strategic portfolio so as to achieve our
investment goals. This takes place via a process known
as asset liability modelling (ALM) analysis. An ALM
study creates a platform for long-term risk diversiﬁcation decisions. It also includes a medium-term assessment of market conditions and valuations, and this
determines the structure of the strategic portfolio from
one year to the next.
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The second aspect is that the investment returns of
the buffer funds should be stable in the long run to
avoid any risk of the automatic balancing mechanism
being triggered. At the end of 2004 the pension system
surplus was less than 1%, making it vulnerable to a
sharp short-term swing in buffer fund value.
Experience tells us that ﬁnancial asset prices can
ﬂuctuate extensively during certain periods. Losses
incurred at such times can take a long time to recoup.
AP3 therefore strives to identify analytical tools for
forecasting asset returns over a timeframe of three
years and to actively manage these risks in the strategic portfolio. The objective is to generate higher,
more stable returns.

Strategic portfolio selection

AP3’s goal

The Fund has performed an annual ALM analysis
since 2000 and the latest exercise was thus the sixth.
A yearly review of this kind enables AP3 to beneﬁt
from any new information or data on demographics,
macroeconomic conditions or asset prices. It also allows us to improve our analysis methods. The analysis
process is in two steps.

AP3’s goal is to generate strong returns on fund capital
at a low level of risk. There are two aspects to low risk.
The ﬁrst is that it is more important, from the average
pensioner’s perspective, to reduce the risk of pensions
being lower than expected than to increase the chance
that pensions will be higher than expected. The detriment of having SEK 100 less in one’s pocket is greater
than the beneﬁt of having SEK 100 extra. For this reason, the sensitivity analysis included in an ALM study
focuses on the most negative possible scenarios for the
pension system and the returns that would then be
required to guarantee pension levels.

Step 1: Long-term analysis of the correlation
between assets and liabilities
Here, we examine the link between assets (return on
fund capital) and liabilities (the impact of the buffer
funds on future pensions). A statistical simulation is
used to analyse the effect of different asset mixes on
the long-term health of the pension system using a
variety of demographic and economic scenarios. This
process involves assessing long-term risk premiums on
the various asset markets: in other words, the expected
returns on risk-taking positions independently of any
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price discrepancies or price movements relating to
economic conditions. The purpose of this analysis is to
identify a portfolio that meets three key targets:
Target 1. Maintain the relative size, or fund strength, of
the buffer funds in relation to annual pension disbursements. Fund strength is currently just below 4, which
means that the buffer funds would be able to pay
pensions for four years if no new contributions were
received. AP3’s analysis indicates that equity exposure
of at least 50% is required to maintain fund strength.
Target 2. A healthy projected balance ﬁgure for the
pension system. With an equity weight of between
50% and 60%, the balance ﬁgure for 2030 is highly
likely to exceed 1.1. A government report (SOU
2004:105) has suggested that a balance ﬁgure of more
than 1.1 will lead to surpluses being paid out by the
pension system.
Target 3. Minimise risk of major pension shortfalls due
to automatic balancing. If demographics develop in
line with Statistics Sweden’s main scenario, the risk of
balancing occurring is forecast to be negligible. However, if demographics develop in line with Statistics
Sweden’s pessimistic scenario there is a considerable
risk that balancing will occur. AP3’s analysis shows
that an equity weight of between 50% and 60% is required to minimise the risk of large pension shortfalls
in this scenario. Achieving our goals means ensuring
that AP3 generates an average real return of about 4%
over time. AP3’s most recent ALM analysis conﬁrms
the ﬁndings of earlier studies, namely that portfolio
equity exposure of between 50% and 60% best equips
the Fund to meet its targets.

Step 2: Medium-term returns and risk
Markets are not always correctly valued at any one
point in time. Hence, assets in the short term may
not generate the return and risk they are expected to
deliver in the long term. Step 2 therefore includes a
macroeconomic assessment of the extent to which
current asset prices deviate from long-term equilibrium and how prices are likely to develop in the next
few years. AP3 has since 2003 taken long-term and
medium-term factors into account when allocating its
strategic portfolio. In the last two years, medium-term
analysis has been used increasingly to improve returns
and reduce risk in the strategic portfolio.

Strategic portfolio 2005-2006
The strategic portfolio is the basis for AP3’s active
management of liquid assets. Its structure reﬂects
macroeconomic and medium-term asset price forecasts, and the portfolio balances ﬁnancial returns and
risk over a one to three year timeframe. Based on
medium-term market analysis, AP3 made a number
of adjustments to the strategic portfolio at the start
of 2005. The duration of the ﬁxed income portfolio
was shortened and the duration of the benchmark

Allocations of Swedish and foreign assets
in the strategic portfolio 2005
Sweden, 37%

Rest of the world, 63%

Sweden has approximately a 1%
share of the global capital market.
37% of the AP3 portfolio is allocated
to Swedish assets. This substantial
overweight is justiﬁed since the
Fund’s commitments are measured
in SEK.
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index for ﬁxed income assets was halved by excluding
bonds with longer maturities. Currency risk was also
reduced, with exposure in the strategic portfolio being
cut from 19.3% to 14.7% through increased hedging
against the US dollar and UK sterling.
Though the changes in the strategic portfolio had
an adverse impact on proﬁt in 2005, the positions are
medium-term in nature and the underlying analysis
remains sustainable.
AP3 believes that interest rates are currently at
unsustainably low rates and we forecast a high probability that bond prices will fall in the next few years.
Against this background, the short duration of the
strategic ﬁxed income portfolio will be maintained in
2006. The portfolio has been adjusted to reﬂect interest rate expectations in a range of markets and regions,
with some reallocation of interest rate risk from
Sweden and Europe to the US, Japan and the UK.

Strategic portfolio 2006

Strategic portfolio 2005

Fixed income 37.0%
Equities 54.5%

Fixed income 37.0%

Equities 54.5%

Sweden 16.0%
Europe 17.5%
USA 14.7%
Asia 6.3%

Sweden 12.6%
Europe 17.9%
USA 6.5%

Sweden 12.0%
Europe 15.0%
USA 14.1%
Asia 10.4%
Emerging
markets 3.0%

Real estate 8.5%
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Nominal bonds
Sweden 6.1%
UK 3.4%
Other Europe 7.6%
USA 10.5%
Asia 1.9
Real estate 8.5%

Index-linked bonds
Sweden 3.1%
Europe 2.0%
USA 2.4%

Moreover, we believe that the Swedish krona will
strengthen in 2006. Hence, currency exposure in the
strategic portfolio was recently reduced to 13%.
As part of AP3’s ongoing asset diversiﬁcation strategy, equity risk has been shifted from Sweden to Asian
and emerging markets.

Currency exposure in the
strategic portfolio 2006
Other 37%
EUR 34%

GBP 8%
JPY 14%

USD 7%

Open currency risk in the
strategic portfolio fell from
14.7% in 2005 to 13% in
2006.

“We evaluate
medium-term
forecasts”
Interview with Hans Lindberg,
Chief Strategist Asset Allocation

Hans Lindberg is in charge of strategic allocation operations at AP3.
Between 1986 and 2000 he worked at
the Swedish Central Bank, where he
was deputy head of the economics
department and had responsibility
for the bank’s inﬂation report. From
2000 to 2004 he was forecast manager at the National Institute of Economic Research, and after a short
spell at Skandia Liv he joined AP3 in
August 2005.
What is ALM?
ALM stands for asset liability modelling
and is basically an analysis of assets and
liabilities. Our liabilities are what make us
unique among asset managers. AP3 serves
as a buffer for the Swedish pension system,
and this makes special demands on our
management. For instance, we have a
target of a 4% average real return on assets
over time.
The ﬁrst step in an ALM analysis is
to analyse liabilities and commitments.
Once you’ve studied the “L” you then
look at the “A” – the Fund’s assets. What
we try to do is to determine the optimal
match between the Fund’s assets and our
long-term commitments so as to achieve
our investment return target with as low a
level of risk as possible. These long-term
diversiﬁcation decisions form the basis for
what we call the normal portfolio.

What is a normal portfolio?
It’s a portfolio in which returns and risks
are normal or, to put it another way, what
you’d expect them to be in the long run.
But medium-term conditions may not be
normal, and we try to weigh that into our
calculations when structuring the strategic
portfolio. Some of our investment decisions in the last ﬁve years have been motivated by long-term diversiﬁcation needs,
while others have been aimed at adapting
the portfolio to the medium-term ﬁnancial
market outlook.
How do you deﬁne the medium
term?
One to three years. We draw up macroeconomic and ﬁnancial scenarios and
seek to adapt the normal portfolio to
the prevailing market conditions in that
timeframe. These include macroeconomic
factors, pricing errors, and so on. The
strategic portfolio is the end-product and
is what our management operations are
based on. In 2005 our strategic portfolio
comprised 54.5% equities, 8.5% real estate
and the remainder in bonds.
Would you structure your private
pension plan in the same way?
Yes, I’m a pretty average pension saver.
The key decision is to choose the level of
risk and asset classes that you’re going to
invest in. In pensions, we often say that it’s
important to choose the right managers,
but it’s even more important to choose the
right mix of equities and bonds.

Is there anything special about AP3’s
strategic portfolio?
What’s special with AP3 is that we consider medium-term market forecasts when
choosing the strategic portfolio.
What’s the current outlook?
The low-inﬂation policies pursued by
central banks around the world have been
highly successful over the last decade.
They’ve created stability and a feeling of
conﬁdence which I think has helped to
reduce ﬁnancial market risk premiums.
At the moment the dominant themes are
globalisation and over-liquidity. There’s
a huge reservoir of low-cost labour in
China and India that’s keeping inﬂation
– and therefore interest rates – down.
Low interest rates have created very good
conditions for ﬁnancial markets around
the world.
How do you see the economic
outlook?
The upturn will continue in the year
ahead, but global growth will gradually
come off its current high. In Sweden, we
see interest rates rising from their currently very low levels. Economic policy
is very expansive at the moment due to
very low interest rates and ﬁscal stimulus
measures, in addition to which the krona
is at historically low levels. This situation
isn’t going to last forever.
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Investment process

Portfolio management at AP3
– risk diversiﬁcation and innovation

World capital markets are becoming increasingly integrated, creating new opportunities
for risk diversiﬁcation and higher investment
returns. Meanwhile, competition for prime
investment opportunities is intensifying. Speed,
innovation and expertise are vital for success in
asset management. This section describes how
AP3’s investment operations are structured to
meet these requirements.

The aim of this structure is to identify and exploit all
potential sources for risk diversiﬁcation and return, for
both the total portfolio and individual markets.
Portfolio management operations are divided into
two units: Asset Management and Alternative Investments. Asset Management is in charge of listed assets,
while Alternative Investments oversees unlisted assets
or those with low liquidity.

The Fund’s investment process is founded on a clearly
delineated structure for decisions, responsibilities and
monitoring. It has three levels:
1) Management of portfolio risk through overlay mandates for Tactical Asset Allocation.
2) Management of market risk in ﬁxed income and
equities.
3) Specialised mandates for individual markets.

Management strategy

Currency risk

Equities

Tactical asset
allocation
short term

Tactical asset
allocation
long term

Fixed income

Fixed income
short-term

Total
portfolio risk
Market risk in
fixed income
and equities
Specialised
mandates

Alternative investments

Asset management

The chart shows AP3’s investment process. Potential sources of risk diversiﬁcation and return
are identiﬁed in each of the three levels.
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AP3’s asset management strategy is founded on eight
core principles.
1. Pension liabilities in focus
The strategic portfolio is set by the Board based on
analysis of what is best for the pension system. The
core task for AP3’s asset management operations is
to replicate the asset mix in the strategic portfolio via
concrete investments. The strategic portfolio deﬁnes
the weights for the main asset classes (equities, ﬁxed
income and real estate) as well as regional asset mixes.
2. Risk diversiﬁcation between asset classes
The next step is to identify opportunities to diversify
risk in the various markets. The strategy is to broaden
the portfolio beyond the segments traditionally occupied by pension fund portfolios. Here, the aim is
to spread risk over a wider ﬁeld of assets and also to
harness opportunities for higher returns offered by the
risk premiums found in less competitive market segments. Examples include investments in small cap and
mid cap equities in North America and Europe, and
US and UK corporate bonds.

3. Identiﬁcation of potential for active returns
AP3 only conducts active management in markets in
which we see potential to outperform the index. Passive management, the cheapest alternative, is deployed
in other markets.
Opportunities for active returns are identiﬁed
by analysing levels of efﬁciency and competition in
each market. Useful indicators include the number
of professional investors and analysts, diversiﬁcation
opportunities, liquidity, and historical active returns by
other portfolio managers.

4. Diversifying risk across multiple
decision points
AP3’s active asset management aims to deliver favourable risk-adjusted returns by spreading active risk
across a large number of non-correlated management
mandates and decision points. This lowers the level
of active risk (measured as tracking error) for the total
portfolio.
5. Manager selection
Tapping the potential for active returns demands a
high level of expertise. We work to identify managers
with the appropriate skills to deliver our targets, and
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Read more about
AP3’s reference
indices for equities
and ﬁxed income
on our website at
www.ap3.se.

our searches cover internal AP3 managers as well as
leading external managers on the international market.
6. Active risk budgeting
Active and systematic risk budgeting is an important
component in AP3’s strategy for generating active
returns. Risk budgeting involves setting targets for
active return and risk for each decision point in the
investment process, as well as monitoring and updating these targets when necessary. It is an integral part
of the investment process and aims to ensure that the
active risk budget set by the Board is put to effective
and appropriate use.
The performance of individual mandates in this
area is monitored via regular reporting. The Fund also
studies the impact of different mandates on total active
risk, and whether targets, limits or mandate structures
require adjustment in order to reach overall targets for
active return.
7. Monitoring and control
Active return and active risk are subject to continual
monitoring across all mandates. The aim of this
monitoring, which is carried out using internal and
external data systems, is to assemble data to help in
risk budgeting decisions and also to ensure compliance
with limits.
8. Exploit long-term investment horizon
The long-term nature of AP3’s liability side means
we can invest in assets that require long-term commitments. The risk and liquidity premiums of such
investments offer high returns compared to liquid
assets. Illiquid assets are therefore an important part of
our portfolio.
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Asset Management
The Asset management department is in charge of
managing liquid assets and ensuring that this part
of the strategic portfolio meets its targets for active
return.
In 2005, the department was reorganised and all
management of liquid assets was concentrated in one
Asset Management department under a newly appointed Head of Asset Management. The aim was to
enhance the potential for active returns, based on the
combined risk in the liquid portfolio. A more systematic approach to the investment process was also
introduced, with the Asset Management department
assuming responsibility for the entire equity portfolio.
The new structure closely mirrors the ﬁxed income
portfolio and applies to internal and external mandates
alike.
Tactical Asset Allocation
One key facet of AP3’s risk management is to seek
positions that can outperform the benchmark index
for the strategic portfolio without altering the overall
risk proﬁle. Portfolio risk is managed by the Tactical
asset allocation department (TAA).
TAA has a short-term and a long-term timeframe.
Long-term allocations involve a timeframe of six to 12
months in respect of weights for asset classes, markets
and segments. Short-term TAA is concerned with
managing inﬂows and outﬂows and with rebalancing.
Rebalancing involves making transactions to offset
market swings and maintain portfolio positions in relation to the index. The aim is to help improve active
returns by achieving optimal timing in such transactions based on short-term market expectations.
In 2005, a new investment process and extended
mandate were introduced for long-term TAA. The
mandate allows positions in all asset classes and
between different asset classes and regions based on a

speciﬁed value at risk (a measurement of absolute risk).
By extending the mandate we increased the number
of potential positions and sources of active returns,
thereby enhancing risk diversiﬁcation. The primary
form of exposure is via derivatives, which give the
speed and ﬂexibility required for successful TAA.

AP3’s portfolio

Listed assets

Alternative investments
Fixed income and
foreign exchange

Equities

Equities
AP3 has an equity portfolio of SEK 107.5 billion (valued at 31 Dec 2005) with holdings spanning Sweden,
Europe, North America, Japan and the Asia-Paciﬁc
region. The Global Equities team is in charge of investment strategy and risk management. The Swedish
equity portfolio and a European sector mandate for
technology, media and telecom operators (TMT) is
managed by AP3’s Internal Equities team.
In 2006, we will take a further step towards
improved equity risk diversiﬁcation by investing in
emerging markets, which we believe can offer attractive returns in relation to risk. This portfolio will consist primarily of mutual fund investments, in contrast
to AP3’s other external mandates, which are currently
under discretionary management.
Global equities
The Global Equity team is in charge of establishing
the equity weights in the strategic portfolio and for
managing AP3’s equity exposure, and is also responsible for external equity mandates. The global external
equity portfolio had a market value of SEK 71.5 billion
at year-end.
As a result of the new organisational structure introduced in 2005, equity market exposure is managed

Portfolio asset allocations
31 Dec 2005 (%)

56.1%

40.0%

Sweden

Currency
risk

Real estate

Japan

Large cap

Government
bonds

Timberland

Asia-Pacific

Mid cap

Mortgage
bonds

Infrastructure assets

Europe

Small cap

Corporate
bonds

North
America

Large cap

Emerging
markets

Mid cap

High yield

Life science

Investment
grade
The chart shows the diversiﬁcation of the AP3 portfolio.
The strategy is to establish a wide-ranging portfolio with strong
exposure to less competitive markets in order to generate higher
investment returns.

Small cap

more actively and centrally with the aim of increasing
active returns by taking measured short-term risks between regions, sectors, market segments and management types. The primary mechanism for this will be
via TAA mandates in derivatives, though also through
reallocations between mandates and managers.
AP3’s equity portfolio is globally diversiﬁed across
regions and market segments. In each market we
assess whether active management would enhance
returns. The North American and European portfolios
are divided into three segments: large cap, mid cap
and small cap. In our view, the US large cap market is

Internally managed contra
externally managed assets
31 Dec 2005 (%)

Allocations of active and
passively managed assets
31 Dec 2005 (%)
26%

45%

74%

55%
3.9%
Equities
Fixed income
Alternative investments

Private equity

Internal management
External management

The weight in internally
managed assets was 55%
and the weight in active
management was 74% at
31 December 2005.

Active management
Passive management
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AP3’s external
managers
APS Asset Management
Axa Rosenberg Investment
Management
Batterymarch Financial
Management
Capital International
Dimensional Fund
Advisors
JP Morgan Asset
Management
Kempen Capital
Management
Merrill Lynch Investment
Managers
Nomura Asset Management
Pictet Asset Management
Prudential Investment
Management (ﬁxed income)
Schroder Investment
Management
State Street Global Advisors
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the most efﬁcient, which makes it the hardest market
in which to outperform the index. The same applies
to European large cap equities. We therefore deploy
passive or enhanced management at a very low level
of active risk in these markets. Other market segments
are less efﬁcient and there we manage our portfolios
actively with the aim of outperfoming the benchmark
index.
AP3 employs a multi-manager strategy for active
mandates, which means we try to identify the best
combination of managers for each market segment.
Our assumption is that all external managers selected
are capable of outperforming over the course of a business cycle. The multi-manager approach, spanning a
range of managers with different investment processes
and strategies, diversiﬁes risk and offers more stable
returns over time.
Allocations between managers and mandates are
based on analysis of their performance and prevailing
market conditions. We also have stand-by mandates
with some managers that we can activate at short
notice to ensure an optimal mix of managers across
the AP3 portfolio. In addition, we have the ability to
invest in mutual funds.
The AP3’s equity management team cooperates
closely with external managers to establish an optimum mix of managers and also to promote exchanges
of knowledge. The managers can leverage extensive
experience of the markets in which they operate when
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making investment decisions. Returns are monitored
on a daily and monthly basis and we visit each manager at least once a year.
At the end of 2005, the externally managed section
of the equity portfolio was under the management of
12 leading international managers, divided between 18
mandates.
Internal equities
The Internal Equities team manages a Swedish equity
portfolio and a sector mandate for European equities.
There are three mandates at present: Swedish equities
(active), Swedish equities (enhanced) and European
TMT (active). The value of the Swedish equity port-

Regional equity allocations 31 Dec 2005 (SEK million)1
29,428
33,260
27,241
9,488

North America
25%
935

Sweden
27%
Other Europe
31%

Emerging
markets
1%
1

Excluding TAA mandates and foreign exchange.

6,986

Japan
9%

Asia-Pacific
7%

folio totalled SEK 29.4 billion at 31 December 2005.
During the second half of the year, the AP3 Board
approved a change in the Swedish equity portfolio’s
reference index from SIXRX (covering 270 companies)
to SBX (covering 80 companies). SBX better reﬂects
our investment strategy and thus provides a ﬁrmer
basis for evaluating portfolio returns.
The Swedish portfolio was also split into two
mandates so as to improve risk management. One of
the mandates is managed with low risk via so-called
enhanced, or semi-passive, management. The other
part of the portfolio is actively managed.
The European TMT portfolio had SEK 3.4 billion
of assets under management at year-end. While active
management of European equities was transferred to
passive management, the TMT mandate was retained
under active management. This was because the TMT
manager had produced excellent investment returns, and
we see continued prospects for outperforming the index.
The TMT benchmark index is the FTSE Europe
Large Cap TMT, though the portfolio’s investment
universe also extends to mid cap and small cap European equities and encompasses about 100 holdings
in total. In normal circumstances, the portfolio would
consist of between 30 and 35 holdings. Internal equity
mandates are managed using detailed companyspeciﬁc and sector analysis focused on identifying
companies with attractive valuation fundamentals
regardless of equity market conditions.
Fixed income and foreign exchange
The Fixed Income and Foreign Exchange department is
in charge of AP3’s ﬁxed income and currency invest-

ment holdings. It also oversees total ﬁxed income and
currency exposure and external ﬁxed income mandates.
Fixed income
AP3’s ﬁxed income portfolio had a market value of
SEK 76.7 billion at 31 December. The primary investment currencies are Swedish kronor, US dollars, euros,
UK sterling and Japanese yen. The entire portfolio is
actively managed and focuses on generating added returns through active positions relative to the strategic
portfolio. Positions are taken on the basis of factors
including duration, yield curves, yield spreads between
government, mortgage and corporate bonds, credit
rating categories, and securities selection. There is
also an absolute return component in the investment
process.
Management is team-based, with decentralised
decision-making for individual mandates. Investment
horizons vary from mandate to mandate and positions can range from a single day to three months.
The management style differs considerably between
mandates and markets, which enhances active risk
diversiﬁcation. A variety of instruments, including
bonds, futures, interest rate swaps and credit derivatives is used for risk-taking.
The internal management department works
closely with Prudential, to which it allocates capital
for investment in US and UK corporate bonds. AP3
manages a wide range of positions across a broad
spectrum of ﬁxed income investments. This helps to
diversify active risk and increases the portfolio’s riskadjusted returns. As part of our strategy for innovation,
we actively try and test new strategies, markets and

Fixed income allocations per rating
class 31 Dec 2005 (%)1

Regional allocations in strategic fixed
income portfolio 31 Dec 2005 (%)

High-yield 4.9% Non-rated 0.9%
BBB 14.2%
AAA 27.5%

North America 15.4%
UK 9.3%

A 20.0%

Sweden 42.3%

Credit structure in nominal fixed
income portfolio 31 Dec 2005 (%)
Investment
grade
corporate
bonds
21.8%

High-yield
corporate bonds 3.3%
Government
bonds 43.7%

AA 32.6%
Eurozone 33.0%

The ﬁxed income portfolio was
structured as follows at 31
Dec 2005: 43.7% government
bonds, 25.1% corporate
bonds and 31.1% mortgage
bonds.

Mortgage bonds 31.1%

1

Fixed income portfolio excluding government
bonds.
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Brokerage statistics
– equities1
ABG
EnskildaSecurities
Hagströmer&Qviberg
Morgan Stanley
UBS
The above brokers received
54% of commissions totalling SEK 26.6 million. AP3
used a total of 27 brokers for
equity transactions in 2005.

Brokerage statistics
– fixed income1
The ﬁve brokers that handled
the largest volumes of AP3’s
ﬁxed income trading in 2005:
Barclays
Danske Consensus
JP Morgan
Merrill Lynch
Nordea

types of security so as to improve the risk proﬁle of
the portfolio. We also take active positions by varying
the average duration of futures used to hedge currency
risk. These positions are predicated on our forecasts
for short-term interest rates and are taken in all currencies in which AP3 holds assets.
Foreign exchange
AP3 manages foreign currency exposure actively. Risks
are taken as deviations from the main currency (SEK)
and also as deviations between currencies in AP3’s
reference index and currencies outside it, for instance
in emerging markets. Positions are based primarily on
macro analysis, but also on ﬂow analysis and technical
analysis.
Decision models developed in cooperation with
outside counterparties are used in the investment
process. A small portion of risk is allocated to each
model to gain increased understanding of the impact
of different factors. This information is then channelled into the main decision-making process.

Brokerage statistics
– currencies1
The ﬁve brokers that handled
the largest volumes of AP3’s
currency trading in 2005:
Calyon Bank
Citibank
SEB
Svenska Handelsbanken
UBS
1

In alphabetical order

Alternative investments
The Alternative Investments department is in charge
of building and managing a portfolio of unlisted
equities (private equity funds), real estate, timberland,
infrastructure assets and life science investments.
Investments in these ﬁve areas serve either to diversify the portfolio or increase returns. Investments in real
estate, timberland and infrastructure assets fall into the
former category, while private equity and life science
investments come under the latter category.

Private equity
The core aim of AP3’s private equity strategy is to
compose an optimally diversiﬁed portfolio by geographic area (Scandinavia, Europe and the rest of the
world) and investment stage (buyouts and venture
capital). Since the AP funds are not permitted to have
direct private equity holdings, all investments are in
funds that invest in private equity or in fund-of-funds.
Under national pension system rules, the AP funds
are entitled to hold a maximum 5% of their assets in
private equity, and AP3’s goal is to be close to that ﬁgure. In 2005, we made 17 new commitments to private
equity funds. Along with the 37 commitments made in
2001-2004, we now have 54 commitments in this asset
class. Total private equity commitments were SEK 9.5
billion, of which SEK 3.8 billion had been invested
as of year-end. These commitments correspond to
approximately 5% of fund capital.
In 2005 we analysed about 125 investment opportunities and carried out detailed assessments in 25% of
these cases. Of these, we invested in more than half.
Real estate
AP3 has a long-term exposure target for real estate,
including timberland, of 8.5% of the total portfolio.
However, reaching this level will take time. In 2005,
investments in real estate consisted entirely of our 25%
shareholding in AP Fastigheter. The underlying value
of this investment was SEK 8.1 billion at year-end.
We intend to expand our real estate investments
internationally and during 2005 we began the procurement process of an adviser to recommend potential
indirect real estate investments in overseas markets.

Regional investment commitments in
private equity at 31 Dec 2005 (SEK million)

Total private equity commitments at
31 Dec 2005 (SEK million)

5,000

10,000
4,042

4,000

9,539

Investment commitments in private
equity per vintage year (SEK million)
2,500

8,000

2,000

3,101
AP3’s private equity investments
are via funds or private equity
ﬁrms. Holdings are diversiﬁed
across regions and investment
categories (buyouts and venture
capital).

3,000

6,000

2,396

2,000

4,000

1,000

2,000

0

1,500
3,809

1,000
1,095

0
Scandinavia

Europe

Rest of
the world

0
Total
Total
commitments invested

1

Total
distributions
2001–20051

Distributions are repaid investment capital plus
distributed capital gains.
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The aim is for these investments eventually to account
for about half of the AP3 real estate portfolio.

SEK 1 billion. Investments in timberland totalled SEK
555 million.

Timberland
Investments in timberland are made up of shares in
Bergvik Skog and holdings in two international timberland funds. In 2005, we made a commitment to a
third international timberland fund. Commitments and
investments together accounted for just over 10% of
total real estate investments at year-end.
Investment commitments in timberland totalled

Infrastructure assets
Infrastructure investments consist primarily of holdings
in private ﬁnance initiatives in infrastructure such as
schools, roads and hospitals. These holdings offer high
and stable annual returns over very long periods of up
to 30 years and with limited counterparty risk. As such
they are suitable for long-term investors like pension
funds.

Real estate portfolio at 31 Dec 2005,
(SEK million)
4,000

3,840

3,200
2,400
1,600

1,030

800

275

0
AP
Fastigheter

The real estate portfolio consists of a
shareholding in AP Fastigheter, investments
in international timberland funds and Bergvik
Skog, and holdings of infrastructure assets.

Timberland Infrastructure
(investment
assets
commitments) (investment
commitments)
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In the second half of 2005, AP3 made its ﬁrst commitment in this asset class, and by year-end our commitments totalled SEK 275 million.
Life science
In the second half of 2005 we began constructing a
portfolio of small cap listed companies in the European life science sector. The demographics of the
developed world mean we will see rising demand for
healthcare and medical products in coming decades
as populations age. Large pharmaceuticals corporations have generally weak pipelines of new drugs that
are close to market launch, which means that these
companies need to augment their product ranges. The
research portfolios of smaller healthcare companies
are a primary source of new innovation. Put simply,
the smaller players function as suppliers of research
projects to the large multinationals, which from AP3’s
perspective makes them attractive investment propositions.
Investing in research companies can be a risky
enterprise since many have portfolios based on a
single project or technology, and in many cases have
negative cash ﬂow. Early-phase projects run a particularly high risk of failing to reach the market. On the
other hand, the companies that succeed will see their
valuations soar. Creating a portfolio with a wide range
of equities offers the potential for strong returns and
limited risk.
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There are numerous innovative companies in the life
science sector active in areas such as diagnostics, drug
formation, pharmaceutical equipment and medical
technology. Our aim is to diversify risk by compiling
a portfolio of small cap equities across a range of sectors. The portfolio is not tied to an index but seeks to
generate absolute returns.
The ﬁrst investments were made during the fourth
quarter, and a total of ﬁve investments had been made
by year-end. In line with the diversiﬁcation strategy,
these investments spanned different regions, markets
and segments. The largest investment was in Orexo, a
Swedish developer of reﬁned drug delivery technologies. Two investments were in companies developing
technologies in the same area: diagnostic techniques
for cancer and other diseases using genetic analysis.
The two companies, Diagenic and Exonhit, are listed
in Oslo and Paris respectively. We also invested in
Bioinvent, a Swedish antibody technology company,
and Karo Bio, a Swedish pharmaceutical developer.
The life science portfolio had a market value of SEK
82.5 million at year-end.

“Returns can be
excellent if you’re
patient.”
Interview with Ulrica Slåne Sens,
Life Science Portfolio Manager.

Ulrica Slåne Sens is responsible for
AP3’s life science investments. She
has worked for many years in the
industry as an analyst and portfolio
manager for pharmaceuticals and
medical technology companies. She
explains why life science is an important sector for AP3.
Why does AP3 want to invest in life
science companies?
There are many examples of innovative
research generating strong returns, but it
takes a relatively long period of time and a
great deal of patience before the companies start making proﬁts. Many investors
are not prepared to wait, and in the end
they give up. Returns can be excellent if
you’re patient. Our position as a stateowned pension fund enables us to make
long-term investment choices. We have
an ageing population, which means rising
demand for medicines and healthcare. Our
approach is to be selective and to invest
where there is signiﬁcant commercial
potential.
How do life science companies differ
from biotechnology companies?
Life science is a broader term. As the
name suggests, it means science connected
to life. Biotech is based on biology – on
substances and processes that occur naturally and are already present in our bodies.
Some research companies are developing pharmaceuticals entirely based on a

different branch of chemistry, while others
use a special technology or concept to
deliver the active substance to the patient.
Then you have diagnostics and equipment
manufacturers. All can be classed as life
science companies. Being able to invest
in several types of business means we can
construct a portfolio that is not as highrisk as biotech-only investments would be.
Does the sector also include the
large pharmaceuticals corporations?
In principle yes. But in our opinion the
potential for ﬁnding interesting investment
opportunities increases if you go down
in scale. For instance, smaller companies
are priced less efﬁciently from a ﬁnancial
perspective.
Is biotech a revolution in medicine
creation?
That’s probably going too far. Biologybased research has started to bear fruit
and will be an important and growing addition in the future. The different research
areas or technologies are complementary,
not mutually exclusive.
What is the relationship between the
large, traditional pharmaceuticals
corporations and small research
companies?
The largest have had lower research
productivity for a while now. This is
partly cyclical but probably also due to
consolidation in the pharmaceuticals

sector. It means that smaller companies
with attractive research portfolios have a
stronger negotiating position when they
sell or license their projects to the larger
players. There is data indicating that small
companies are gradually claiming a larger
share of research revenues. We want to be
on their side in this.
What is your background as manager
of this portfolio?
I’ve worked for ten years as a pharmaceuticals analyst and six years as a portfolio
manager in charge of pharmaceuticals
investments. I’ve also done some medical
studies to supplement my background in
economics and recently completed a physics course at Karolinska Institutet. Knowledge is important for understanding the
sector and in contacts with the companies
we invest in.
My experience as an analyst of large
pharmaceuticals and medical technology
companies has given me insight into how
they work and think, which is very useful
when meeting smaller companies. I also
have an extensive network of people with
different skills and specialisms that I can
tap into on AP3’s behalf.
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Risk management and business support

All asset management is associated with risk
since it involves managing market uncertainty,
and therefore risk, to generate value. The value
of a portfolio moves up or down in line with
changes in market variables such as equity
prices, interest rates and exchange rates.
AP3’s mandate from Parliament states that we should
have a low overall level of investment risk, and that
risk should be assessed in terms of future pension
liabilities. The Fund’s annual ALM analysis uses
sensitivity analysis to determine the effect of changes
in demographics, asset prices, growth and inﬂation
on the choice of strategic portfolio. The Board then
uses this analysis as its basis for asset allocations in the
strategic portfolio. Read more about the ALM analysis
process on page 16.

Risk management
Risk management is the process whereby risks are
identiﬁed, evaluated and managed. At AP3, the focus
is on ﬁnancial and other investment-related risks
within the framework of the ALM analysis. We take
positions in ﬁnancial instruments so as to generate
returns within predeﬁned exposure limits and targets.
Risk management at AP3
Though independent from investment-related activities and processes, AP3’s Risk Management unit is
an integrated part of the asset management process.
It consists of two departments: Quantitative Analysis
and Risk Control.
All ﬁnancial risks are subject to continuous
monitoring and are reported daily to AP3’s executive
management group. Random testing is carried out
with regard to operational and other types of risk that
are not directly quantiﬁable.
30 – t h i r d
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The Quantitative Analysis department takes part in
the ALM process and is responsible for the risk management plan. It also performs quantitative analysis of
ﬁxed income, equity and currency markets to serve as
a basis for asset management decisions. Other activities include return and risk analysis and analysis of the
management structure and risk budgeting.
Risk Control monitors the Fund’s operations to
ensure they remain within speciﬁed limits and follow
the rules. Its main tasks are to carry out market valuations, risk assessments and limit controls. The Risk
Control department produces daily reports that are
signed off by AP3 asset managers, a process that ensures compliance with speciﬁed risk limits and serves
as an independent, continuous monitoring function to
safeguard value creation.
Ethical guidelines
AP3’s internal ethical guidelines state that the Fund
must operate so as to inspire full conﬁdence in its
activities from Parliament, the government and the
Swedish public.

Business support
At AP3, the Business Support department reconciles transactions registered in the portfolio system
with trade conﬁrmations or counterparty contracts.
Transaction reconciliation is subcontracted to the
Fund’s custodian bank. The process ensures that all
concluded transactions are registered, approved, correctly valued and properly classiﬁed. Business Support
is also in charge of remitting, receiving and archiving
trade conﬁrmations and counterparty contracts and
handling any claims or refunds. It checks to ensure
that all transactions are settled according to contract
and reconciled with AP3’s custodian bank.

Accounts
The Accounts department reconciles the portfolio
system with the main ledger and enters all transactions
into the accounts. The department also adds expenses,
valuations and deferrals and produces the Fund’s ﬁnancial statements.

Types of risk
The table below summarises the main types of risk to
which AP3 is exposed.

Market risks

Counterparty risks

Operational risks

Compliance risks

V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V

V Credit risk (issuer risk)
V Delivery risk
(settlement risk)

V Legal risk
V Internal irregularities
V Criminal actions by
external parties
V Employment and
workplace conditions
V Business conditions
V Damage to physical assets
V Stoppages and disruption
to operations and systems
V Transaction and process
management

V Non-compliance with
legislation, regulations
and internal or external
rules

Currency risk
Share price risk
Interest rate risk
Spread risk
Liquidity risk
Inﬂation risk
Political risk
Country risk
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“Successful
management
requires strong
risk control.”
Interview with Erika Lundquist,
Head of Risk Control and Compliance

Erika Lundquist is Head of Risk Control and Compliance and has worked
previously in this ﬁeld with ABB Financial Services and Brummer & Partners.
Erika and her colleagues measure,
monitor and analyse risks throughout
AP3’s operations. They design policies
and guidelines and ensure these are
adhered to.
How would you describe risk control?
The Risk Control department ensures that
the Fund keeps within stipulated limits and
complies with the restrictions and instructions set out in legislation or by the AP3
Board. A basic precondition for effective
risk control is to ensure that the department
is independent from those that take active
investment decisions. At the same time,
risk control is a key component of the asset
management process.
How is risk control part of the management process?
If you compare the management process
with a manufacturing process, you could say
that risk is our “raw material”. We ensure
that the raw material is correctly managed
and that the production process is efﬁcient.
What does that mean in more concrete
terms?
Our job is to make sure there is a control
environment that enables efﬁcient and
productive asset management. All asset
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management carries an element of risk.
Risk is necessary to generate returns and it’s
therefore essential for AP3 to take ﬁnancial
risks in order to fulﬁl our mandate.
What are the main risks?
Risks arising from asset management operations fall into four main groups: market
risk, counterparty risk, operational risk and
compliance risk.
Many people would deﬁne risk as the
probability of incurring a loss, but you
measure performance against the reference index, which basically means
that a loss is acceptable if it’s less
than the market average. What’s your
view on that?
We’re trying increasingly to add measures of
absolute risk to the way we measure relative
risk. It then becomes not only an issue of
comparing performance to a reference index, but also asking the question of whether
you’ve earned money or lost money.
What would a greater emphasis on this
approach mean for AP3?
It would involve special challenges for a
fund like AP3. Our task is to deliver stable
returns to future pensioners at a low level of
risk, which means diversifying the portfolio
across a wide variety of asset classes. But in
some parts of the portfolio you can take a
less traditional approach, and we’re increasingly seeking to do that.

You have extensive training and experience in this area. What personal
skills do you need in your job?
You need to be thorough and analytical but
also have an ability to see the bigger picture,
which means having an eye for detail as well
as keeping a broader perspective. You also
need to be interested in and knowledgeable
about ﬁnancial markets.
How would you describe a favourable
environment for risk control?
Culture is important. You need openness,
there’s no doubt about that. At AP3 our
portfolio managers meet every morning to
discuss the market and investment positions.
Our job at Risk Control is to be a sounding
board as well as to challenge positions.
It’s also about having good staff and a
management that understands that the risktaking side of the operation doesn’t work
well unless the administrative side does too.
Experience shows that many of those who
have been successful investment managers
have also had strong administrative back-up.

AP3’s portfolio 2005

Record annual returns

AP3’s fund capital rose SEK 31.7 billion to SEK
192.0 billion in 2005, due to a combination
of strong equity markets, successful active
management and continued inﬂows from the
pension system.
The total return on the portfolio was 17.7%,
the best performance in a single year since
AP3’s inception in 2001. Allowing for inﬂation,
the return was 16.7%.
All asset classes in the portfolio made a positive
contribution during the year, with the largest contribution to absolute return coming from Swedish equities
(SEK 8.2 billion), European equities (SEK 8.0 billion),
North American equities (SEK 2.9 billion), Japanese
equities (SEK 2.9 billion) and Asia-Paciﬁc equities
(SEK 1.7 billion). The ﬁxed income portfolio contributed SEK 2.3 billion.
The downward global trend in interest rates was
halted in 2005, with bond rates nudging upwards

Returns on asset classes 2005 (%)
40

35.6

Macroeconomic trends

35.9

Global growth slowed temporarily in early 2005 but
then picked up again, led by the US and China. US
household consumption was strong and business
investment increased in Japan and Europe. In Japan,
growth was higher than for a long time. Corporate
earnings rose strongly and exports beneﬁted from
robust demand from China and the weakness of the
Japanese yen.
In the eurozone, growth has been relatively sedate
in recent years but the economic outlook improved
towards year-end, especially in Germany. Consumer
optimism strengthened as labour markets improved
and strong international demand boosted exports. In
Sweden, the economic recovery gained renewed impetus. The high level of global growth was explained
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towards year-end. This affected the ﬁxed income portfolio, which recorded a return of 3.4%.

The return on AP3’s total
portfolio amounted to
17.9% before expenses
(which totalled SEK 28.8
billion).
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Global equity markets 2005
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in part by increased resource utilisation, in turn
reﬂecting expansive economic policies. The rapid
economic transformation in Asia, especially in China
and India, has also raised global growth potential
by opening up a vast reservoir of labour. Competition from Asia is helping to damp global inﬂationary
pressures and is one of several reasons for the still
moderate rise in nominal bond yields.
Global equity markets continued to gain ground
in 2005, helped by strong growth in productivity
and corporate earnings. The rally on the North
American equity market tailed off, however, amid
lower corporate earnings growth and rising interest
rates. The US Federal Reserve raised interest rates
on a series of occasions in response to stronger
economic growth and higher inﬂation. By the end
of the year the ECB had also raised rates, and there
was a growing belief in the market that the Japanese
Central Bank would abandon its zero-interest-rate
policy in 2006.
Low inﬂationary pressures inspired the Swedish
Central Bank to cut its main repo rate to a record
low of 1.5% in June 2005. This depressed Swedish
bond yields, though these began to rise again during
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the autumn as it became clear that a tightening of
monetary policy was in store for 2006.
In 2003 and 2004, the US dollar fell sharply as
a result of ﬁnancial imbalances in the US economy
caused by low household saving ratios and large
deﬁcits in the government budget and US current
account. However, the strength of the domestic
economy and the interest rate increases by the
Federal Reserve saw the dollar gain ground during
the year against the yen, the euro and the krona.
In Sweden, the Central Bank’s expansive monetary
policy helped to keep the krona weak during 2005.

Active management
The return on the listed portfolio (excluding real
estate and private equity) totalled 17.3% before
expenses, which compared to a 16.1% return on the
strategic portfolio index. Active return (outperformance of the index) was 1.2% before expenses.
AP3’s strategy of spreading active risk across a
wide variety of mandates helped keep active risk
down. Active risk, measured as tracking error, was
0.5% for the listed portfolio. The combination of
solid active returns and low active risk resulted in
excellent risk-adjusted returns, and the information
ratio (active return divided by active risk) was 2.2.
As of 2006, the Board has adjusted its annual target
of an active return of 0.2-0.8 percentage points to 0.6
percentage points over a rolling three-year cycle.
In 2005, the strong active return of 1.2% arose
from solid performance across the Fund’s active
mandates. Global equity management did exceptionally well, posting a return of 35.6% and outperforming the reference index by 2.2 percentage points.
Global equities contributed 0.7%, or SEK 1.1 billion,
to the active return.
More than half of our external active managers
had information ratios that were higher than 1.0,
and in many cases above 2.0. The information ratio
measures how well a manager is rewarded for taking
active risk and deviating from the reference index.
An information ratio of 0.4-0.5 is regarded as a good

Return on listed assets (%)
20% Absolute return

performance. Two of AP3’s Japanese equity managers
outperformed their reference index by more than 10
percentage points. The information ratio for Japanese
equities was 4.3.
The ﬁxed income portfolio delivered a return of
3.4%, compared to 2.7% for the reference index. The
active return was 0.7% and the information ratio for
the year stood at 1.9. Foreign exchange and short-term
interest rate risk management operations also made
positive contributions.
AP3 portfolio 2005
Portfolio value,
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In 2005, the level of risk was increased in tactical asset
allocation (TAA) activities. The Fund has two separate
internal TAA mandates, both of which performed well
in 2005 and together contributed SEK 812 million to

active return. The TAA information ratio was 1.8.
Of the large mandates, only the internally managed
Swedish equity portfolio made a negative contribution
to active return. Though the portfolio’s investment
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Active return in 2005
totalled 1.2%, or SEK
1.8 billion.
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return of 31.7% was high in absolute terms, it was
3.8% lower than the index. Despite poor performance in 2003-2005, the active Swedish equity portfolio
has made a marginally positive contribution to active
return in the last ﬁve years.
Internal European equity management was a negative contributor in early 2005 and the mandate was
restructured in the ﬁrst half. As a result, the entire
portfolio (apart from the TMT sector1) is now under
external management. The TMT portfolio put in a robust performance, outperforming its reference index by
2.4 percentage points. Its contribution to active return
was SEK 32 million, with an information ratio of 1.4.
In early 2004, semi-ﬂoating weights were adopted for
the strategic portfolio. This system allows asset weights
to vary within a predeﬁned band, and the reference
index is rebalanced only if the weights move outside the
band. Rebalancing occurred on one occasion in 2005,
when the equity weight breached the upper limit. The
shift to semi-ﬂoating weights contributed positively to
Fund returns compared to a traditional ﬁxed-weight
index.
Active returns and tracking error for all AP3 mandates are listed on page 62.

Performance in alternative investments
AP3’s alternative investment portfolio includes nonlisted and non-liquid assets. There is no applicable
reference index for these holdings, with the exception
of the Swedish real estate portfolio, which uses the
Swedish Property Index as its benchmark. Returns on
the other asset classes are measured in absolute terms.
Alternative investment holdings are characterised by
longer investment horizons compared to other portfolios, which means that their performance can only be
measured accurately over longer periods of time.
Private equity
AP3’s private equity portfolio is still under construction. The average vintage year of the investment
commitments made so far is 2003. Such a young
portfolio would not usually deliver positive returns, but
AP3’s private equity holdings have nevertheless done
so since 2004. The private equity portfolio generated a
return of 26.3% after expenses in 2005, which consisted
of distributed capital gains, unrealised changes in value
and exchange rate shifts. Approximately 3 percentage
points of the returns were currency-related.
1
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In 2005, AP3 received SEK 638 million in distributed
proﬁts.
Activity in the private equity market has been
increasing since 2004 and has been reﬂected in higher
overall investment volumes and amounts of capital
distributed to investors following fund disposals.
Real estate
AP3’s real estate portfolio consists of a 25% equity
holding in property company AP Fastigheter. This
was valued at SEK 3.8 billion at year-end and generated a return of 47.7% during the year.
Swedish real estate values advanced strongly in
2005 and the activity level in terms both of purchases
and sales remained high. Transaction volume rose by
an estimated 30% compared to 2004.
The reference index for the real estate portfolio is
the Swedish Property Index. Its mean annual return
over the last ﬁve years stands at 6.9%. AP3 assesses
portfolio performance over a ﬁve-year period and is
currently reviewing its real estate strategy. This may
lead to a change in the reference index in 2006.
In 2005, the total return on the real estate portfolio
was 44.1%.
Timberland
AP3’s investments in timberland consist of holdings in
Bergvik Skog and international timberland funds. In
January 2005, southern Sweden was hit by its worst
storm in modern times. The winds brought down 75
million cubic metres of timber – close to the entire
national output from Swedish forests in a normal year.
The impact on Bergvik Skog was limited since the
company’s holdings are concentrated in areas that
were unaffected by the storm, though some effect was
seen on Bergvik’s timber volumes and prices. In 2005,
the Bergvik holding generated a return of 4.9% for
the Fund. Prices for Bergvik’s timber products were
relatively stable during the year.
AP3’s investments in international timberland
funds delivered a return of 47.4%.
Infrastructure assets
In 2005, we diversiﬁed the portfolio by investing
in private ﬁnance initiatives in infrastructure. This
investment has not been in operation long enough to
permit an accurate assessment of its performance.

Life science
In the fourth quarter of 2005 we started the process
of building a portfolio of small-cap stocks in the life
science sector. These generated a return of 40.7% for
the year.

Income from securities lending
SEK million

2005

2004

Bonds
Equities

11.9
50.3

5.2
34.8

Total

62.2

40.0

Securities lending
Like most other fund managers, AP3 engages in
securities lending. These operations consist of shortterm lending of equities and bonds to counterparties
with good creditworthiness and that provide full
collateral. The lending programme is managed by
AP3’s custodian bank, Northern Trust. Total income
from securities lending in 2005 amounted to SEK 62.2
million (40.0) and is recognised as interest income in
the income statement.
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Corporate governance

Independence and clarity

AP3’s seats on
nominating
committees 2005
Alfa Laval
Cardo
Castellum
Haldex
Höganäs
Nobia
Switchcore
Telelogic

AP3’s seats on
nominating
committees 2006
Castellum
Haldex
Nobia
Ratos
Swedish Match
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AP3 seeks to play an active corporate governance role to help achieve its goal of maximum
returns on fund capital.
Our mandate gives us a unique opportunity to exercise
inﬂuence as an independent institutional investor
on Sweden’s equity market. Though our is task is to
deliver maximum returns on investment, we are part
of the Swedish national pension system and therefore
independent of other shareholders and commercial
interests. This autonomy enables us to earn respect for
our actions as a shareholder, which is vital if we are to
gain support for our views on key issues.

AP3’s mandate as a shareholder
The Swedish National Pension Funds Act states clearly
that we should exercise our inﬂuence as an investor to
achieve high investment returns. The act says that the
AP funds are ﬁrst and foremost ﬁnancial investors; we
may not take business or economic policy considerations into account in our investment activities.
The pension system rules approved by Parliament also require the AP funds to take due account
of environmental and ethical considerations in their
investment processes, while still aiming for maximum
investment returns.
In the ﬁve years since the launch of the reformed
pension system, there has been a strong change in attitudes towards the corporate governance role of institutional investors. AP3 was one of the ﬁrst institutions
to take an active stance in governance issues, both
through dialogue with corporations and by making our
views known at shareholder meetings. Every year we
publish a report on our website detailing our participation and involvement in corporate AGMs.
Active and visible investors are essential for estab-
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lishing a healthy balance between shareholders,
boards and executive managements. The nominating
committees that have been gradually introduced by
Swedish corporations since the mid-1990s have made
a big contribution in this regard.
In the nominating committees on which we are
represented we seek to ensure that an independent
review of the board’s administration is performed
annually and used to assess the board’s structure. AP3
also pushes for the recruitment of board members to
be extended beyond established networks. A primary
goal is to secure greater representation of female directors. For a board to function effectively the directors
must have wide-ranging experience and expertise.
Swedish Code of Corporate Governance
AP3 welcomes the new Swedish Code of Corporate
Governance as a model of best practice. The code
contains many of the demands that AP3 has worked
to achieve over the years.
Important ﬂexibility is provided by the code’s principle of “comply or explain”, which allows the market
to decide whether a company’s explanation for its
decision not to follow the code is acceptable. All companies are unique, and the best interests of investors
vary from case to case. AP3 promotes clear and easily
understandable corporate governance reports that are
not overly complex or legalistic. The key thing is that
companies inform the market if they are not following
the code and explain the alternative model they have
chosen.
Revised governance policy
AP3’s corporate governance policy was revised in
2005 to reﬂect the major changes brought in by
the code. The policy focus was shifted from formal
governance procedures to other important governance

issues. A principal theme is the way AP3 believes that
share-related incentive schemes should be structured
so as to accord with shareholders’ interests.
AGMs in 2005
In 2005 AP3 attended 40 AGMs and seven EGMs. In
29 cases we had some form of contact with the board
or other shareholders on governance matters. Eleven
companies had share-related incentive schemes on
their AGM agendas, and we contacted the companies
concerned to hear the details and rationale behind
these programmes. In eight instances we submitted
concrete criticisms of the proposed schemes, and in
four of these most or all of our opinions were taken on
board. In three cases we spoke at AGMs to voice our
criticism of bonus programme structures.
We also corresponded with ten companies on
issues of corporate social responsibility. At the Assa
Abloy AGM we urged the company to improve its
sustainability reporting and suppliers’ code of conduct.

Environmental, social and
ethical issues
AP3 uses two methods for ensuring internal compliance with government regulations on environmental,
social and ethical standards. The ﬁrst focuses on ensuring that the Fund meets domestic and international
legal requirements relating to its state-owned status.
The second involves exercising active governance to
ensure that the companies in which we hold shares
have policies and procedures for managing environmental and social risks.

AP3’s social and ethical requirements

Investment portfolio exclusions
If AP3 receives information that a company in its
portfolio has infringed international conventions we
investigate the facts. If a violation is proven we urge
the company to act to prevent any repetition. As a last
resort we will exclude the company from our portfolio
if our requests for action do not yield results.

Read more about
AP3’s corporate
governance policy
at www.ap3.se

Social responsibility dialogue
AP3 believes there is a link between a company’s
ethical standards and its ability to deliver long-term
shareholder value. We therefore work to ensure that
company managements identify and manage social
and environmental risks so as to create shareholder
value.
Using our own studies and external reports from
consultants we identify companies with deﬁcient internal policies, monitoring procedures or sustainability
reporting and then urge them to take action. Dialogue
continues until we have received satisfactory answers
to our questions.
AP3 and Amnesty Business Group
In 2005, AP3 became a member of Amnesty Business Group, part of the Swedish section of Amnesty
International. ABG works to inﬂuence and educate
Swedish enterprises to take responsibility for respecting, defending and promoting human rights where
ever they do business.
Through our membership we aim to acquire
knowledge and help prevent human rights abuses.
AP3 is one of the main sponsors of ABG’s survey of
Swedish companies’ risk exposure and management in
relation to human rights and social responsibility. This
survey will be published in early 2006.

AP3’s social responsibility requirements for
companies

AP3’s social and ethical standards are based on international conventions signed by Sweden. The following

XCorporate codes of conduct. Companies should have

agreements are especially important:

group-wide codes of conduct for human rights and

XThe OECD’s guidelines for multinational corporations.

environmental issues. These codes should be published

XThe ILO’s core conventions (relating to forced labour,

and freely available.
XReporting. External sustainability reporting should be
based on the guidelines of the Global Reporting Initiative,

child labour, working conditions, equality and freedom
of association).
XThe UN Declaration on Human Rights.

a UN-supported programme to create a global standard
for corporate sustainability reporting.
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Ingela Gardner Sundström

Christer Romilson Harriet Piscator

Lars Otterbeck

Karin Kronstam

Claes de Neergaard

Dag Sehlin

Dan Andersson

Kari Lotsberg

Board of Directors
The Board of Directors has nine members, all appointed by the government. Two are appointed on
the basis of nominations from employee organisations and a further two on the basis of nominations
from employer organisations. The government
appoints the Chairman and Deputy Chairman from
its own nominees. Under government rules, directors of the national pension funds have one-year
mandates. Two new members, Deputy Chairman
Lars Otterbeck and Kari Lotsberg, were appointed in
May 2005 after Rolf Andersson and Christina Liffner
declined re-election.
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The Board has overall responsibility for the Fund
and its key tasks include setting the strategic portfolio, planning and monitoring the Fund’s operations,
and overseeing the annual accounts.

Claes de Neergaard, Chairman

Ingela Gardner Sundström

Harriet Piscator

Appointed to the AP3 Board in 2003.

Appointed to the AP3 Board in 2004.

Appointed to the AP3 Board in 2000.

CEO of the Swedish Industrial Development Fund.

Principal of Rydbo Independent School.

Directorship: Alfred Andersson bolagen
AB.

Directorships: Emerging Africa Infrastructure Fund, Access Capital Partners SA,
Innovationsbron AB, AB Malmöhus Invest
and AB Småföretagsinvest.
Previous employment: Deputy CEO of the
European Investment Bank and Executive
Director of the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) and
CEO of Nordbanken Luxembourg SA.

Directorships: Centre for Molecular Medicine and Director of the Executive Board
of Österåker Municipality.
Previous employment: Member of Parliament and member of the board of the
Swedish Association of Local Authorities.

Lars Otterbeck, Deputy Chairman
Appointed to the AP3 Board in 2005.
Directorships: Hakon Invest AB (Chairman), Kaupthing Bank Sweden AB, Lindex AB, Aberdeen Property Investors AB,
Swedish Industry and Commerce Stock
Exchange Committee (Chairman), the
Swedish Corporate Governance Board
(Dep. Chairman).
Previous employment: President and CEO
of Alecta Pensionsförsäkring, President
and CEO of D&D Dagligvaror AB, President and CEO of Axel Johnson Saba AB,
Assistant Professor and Director of the
Stockholm School of Economics.
PhD. Year of birth 1942.

Dan Andersson
Appointed to the AP3 Board in 2000.
Chief Economist of the Swedish Trade
Union Confederation.
Directorships: AMF-Pension and Trade
Union Institute for Economic Research
(Chairman), FPG and AMFK.

BSc. Year of birth 1957.

University legal studies. Year of birth 1943.

Christer Romilson
Karin Kronstam

BSc. Year of birth 1949.

Previous employment: Head of Group
Function Finance at ABB Sweden, Controller and Director of Administration at
ABB Treasury Centre Sweden.

Appointed to the AP3 Board in 2000.
Directorships: Arbetslivsresurs AB (Chairman), GF Konsult-koncernen, Nordea
Liv & Pension-koncernen, Pysslingen
Förskolor och Skolor AB, Svolder AB
and Innovationsbron Väst Startup AB
(Chairman).
Previous employment: CEO and Deputy
CEO for various listed and state-owned
corporations.
BSc and MBA. Year of birth 1950.

Appointed to the AP3 Board in 2000.
Directorships: Public Employees’ Negotiation Council (Chairman), Folksam SAK
(Dep Chairman), Nationalmuseum and the
Council of Nordic Trade Unions.
Previous employment: Chairman of the
Swedish Teachers’ Union and Deputy
Chairman of the Swedish Confederation
of Professional Employees.
Qualiﬁed teacher. Year of birth 1945.

Dag Sehlin
Appointed to the AP3 Board in 2001.

Kari Lotsberg
Appointed to the AP3 Board in 2005.
Consultant.
Directorships: NeoNet AB, Save the Children Sweden and Swedsec AB.
Previous employment: Former Under-secretary of State in the Ministry of Finance,
Head of the Economics Department
at the Swedish Central Bank, Head of
Department at the Norwegian Ministry of
Finance, OECD Representative of the Norwegian Ministry of Finance, member of the
EU’s Inter-Institutional Monitoring Group.

Directorships: BTS Group AB (Chairman),
D. Carnegie & Co AB, Carnegie Investment Bank AB, Carnegie ASA and Proact
IT Group AB.
Previous employment: Deputy CEO, CFO
and Acting Group President of Posten AB
and Deputy CEO of OM Gruppen.
BSc. Year of birth 1945.

BSc. Year of birth 1950.

Previous employment: Under-secretary of
State at the Ministry of Industry, Employment and Communications.
BSc. Year of birth 1948.
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Employees

Number of employees 31 Dec 05
Alternative
Investments 4
Risk
Management 7

Educational background (%)
PhD 8%

Administration 12

Staff function
and CEO 7

College/
university
71%

Gender distribution 31 Dec 05 (%)
Female 42%

Upper
secondary 15%
Postsecondary 6%

Male 58%

Asset Management 18
79% of AP3’s employees
have university or postgraduate qualifications.

AP3 is a knowledge-based organisation whose success
is vested in the skills and expertise of its employees.
Staff members have an average 14 years’ experience
across a broad spectrum of ﬁelds and activities. Their
combined knowledge, skills, commitment and effectiveness is key to our performance.

AP3 has a good ratio of male to female employees,
as well as a highly experienced staff. At year-end, 20
of the Fund’s 48 employees were female. 44% of the
executive management group is female and 46% of
managers with direct responsibility for other staff are
female.

Skills development
We offer our employees a stimulating work environment and continuous skills development, identifying,
nurturing, developing and harnessing the competencies of each staff member throughout the organisation.
Each individual’s training requirements are evaluated
during annual appraisal talks. Training strengthens an
employee’s resources, helps to raise the Fund’s overall
competency level and increases the individual’s ability
to perform more challenging tasks.
In 2005 a new portfolio system was introduced, and
all employees who use the system were trained in how
to operate it. Most staff members also received further
training in their speciﬁc areas of responsibility.
Exchanging information via visits and contacts with
other pension funds, portfolio managers, analysts and
partners is another key aspect of skills enhancement
and takes place continually.

Health
Health and exercise are important aspects in employees’ wellness. AP3 provides regular check-ups to staff
and offers subsidised forms of exercise. The rate of
sickness absence is very low and there were no protracted absences from work for health reasons in 2005.

Equality
AP3 offers ﬂexible working hours to make it possible
for male and female employees alike to combine work
with family life. We also support and encourage staff
to take statutory parental leave. Two female and ﬁve
male employees took parental leave in 2005.
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42% of AP3’s 48 employees are female.
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Ethical standards
AP3 maintains high ethical standards and aims to be
a model in this ﬁeld. A wide range of legislation and
regulations apply to AP3 and its employees in this
area, and the Fund has clear guidelines in relation to
outside employment, conﬂicts of interest, gifts and
entertainment of guests. AP3’s rules for private securities trading by staff members are based on those of the
Swedish Securities Dealers Association, though are
more far-reaching in some respects.

The following pages present AP3’s employees.
The Fund has a ﬂat organisational structure with short decisionmaking channels. We place a strong emphasis on teamwork and on
delegating responsibilities to individuals.

Kerstin Hessius
CEO
21 years in the ﬁnancial ﬁeld
Joined AP3 in September 2004
Previously: CEO of Stockholm
Stock Exchange, Deputy Governor of the Swedish Central Bank

Hans Lindberg

Bengt Hansson

Chief Strategist Asset Allocation
PhD
20 years in the ﬁnancial ﬁeld
Joined AP3 in August 2005
Previously: National Institute of
Economic Research, Swedish
Central Bank

Chief Economist
Macroeconomic analysis, ALM
PhD
15 years in the ﬁnancial ﬁeld
Joined AP3 in August 2000
Previously: SEB, Handelsbanken
Markets Research

Strategic Allocation

Peter Lundqvist
Senior Analyst
11 years in the ﬁnancial ﬁeld
Joined AP3 in January 2006
Previously: Swedish Central Bank,
National Debt Ofﬁce

Pernilla Klein

Mikael Sedolin

Head of Communications and
Organisational Development
12 years in the ﬁnancial ﬁeld
Joined AP3 in August 2000
Previously: Handelsbanken Markets Research, Ministry of Finance

Chief Legal Ofﬁcer and Compliance Ofﬁcer
Associate Judge of Appeal
12 years in the ﬁnancial ﬁeld
Joined AP3 in December 2000
Previously: Ministry of Finance,
National Debt Ofﬁce

Christina Kusoffsky
Hillesöy

Erika Westlund

Communications Manager
16 years in marketing and communications
Joined AP3 in January 2005
Previously: Trygghetsrådet, TurnIT

Assistant to the CEO/Communications
4 years in communications and
administration
Joined AP3 in February 2003
Previously: Gecko Ltd

Sven Askenberger

Olivia Hauet

Chief Operating Ofﬁcer
25 years in the ﬁnancial ﬁeld
Joined AP3 in September 2000
Previously: The Swedish Industrial
Development Fund, Gota Bank

IT Systems Manager
11 years in the IT sector
Joined AP3 in August 2004
Previously: Vattenfall AB Supply &
Trading, Trema (Europe)

Communications
and Organisational
Development

Administration
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Asset Management

Mikael Gustafsson

Håkan Johansson

IT Manager
21 years in the IT sector
Joined AP3 in February 2001
Previously: Electrolux, AlcroBeckers

Securities Administration
7 years in the ﬁnancial ﬁeld
Joined AP3 in June 2005
Previously: Amendo, Scangruppen

Lotta Karlsson

Yvonne Thomson

Securities Administration
29 years in the ﬁnancial ﬁeld
Joined AP3 in June 1999
Previously: Öhman Fondkommission, Jacobson & Ponsbach

Chief Financial Ofﬁcer
24 years in the ﬁnancial ﬁeld
Joined AP3 in October 2000
Previously: OM VPA, Gota Bank

Sebastian Mossfeldt

Eva Wallmark Wallinder

Securities Administration
13 years in the ﬁnancial ﬁeld
Joined AP3 in September 2001
Previously: SEB Fonder

Accounts
12 years in the ﬁnancial ﬁeld
Joined AP3 in June 2005
Previously: Handelsbanken
Kapitalförvaltning, Handelsbanken
Fonder

Maria Prinsström

Linda Bergman

Securities Administration
20 years in the ﬁnancial ﬁeld
Joined AP3 in August 2000
Previously: Robur Kapitalförvaltning, ABB

Reception
2 years in ofﬁce administration and
accounts
Joined AP3 in February 2004

Patricia Rydén

Kersti Waldenhagen-Taxén

Accountant
18 years in ofﬁce administration
and accounts
Joined AP3 in January 2001
Previously: WM-Data, SNS

Reception
30 years in ofﬁce administration
and accounts
Joined AP3 in August 2001
Previously: Företagarhuset/Kontorshotellet in Täby

Kerim Kaskal
Head of Asset Management
21 years in the ﬁnancial ﬁeld
Joined AP3 in December 2004
Previously: Brummer & Partners,
Stora Finans

Fixed Income and
Foreign Exchange
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Lars Orest

Matthias Buhr-Berg

Head of Fixed Income and Foreign
Exchange
22 years in the ﬁnancial ﬁeld
Joined AP3 in July 2000
Previously: Swedish Central Bank,
Sparbankernas Bank

Portfolio Manager
Foreign Exchange
19 years in the ﬁnancial ﬁeld
Joined AP3 in August 2000
Previously: SEB, Stora Finans
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Jannis Asdrés

Hans Ericsson

Portfolio Manager
Credit bonds
9 years in the ﬁnancial ﬁeld
Joined AP3 in March 2001
Previously: ABN Amro Transferator,
Handelsbanken Global Trading

Portfolio Manager
Short-term ﬁxed income, shortterm asset allocation
21 years in the ﬁnancial ﬁeld
Joined AP3 in October 2000
Previously: Handelsbanken
Kapitalförvaltning, Handelsbanken
Markets

Anette Hellström

David Stillberger

Portfolio Manager
Execution, foreign exchange
20 years in the ﬁnancial ﬁeld
Joined AP3 in April 2001
Previously: SKF Treasury Centre,
SEB Trading & Capital Markets

Portfolio Manager
Quantitative Analyst
5 years in the ﬁnancial ﬁeld
Joined AP3 in July 2001

Mats Wirdefeldt
Portfolio Manager
Short rates
8 years in the ﬁnancial ﬁeld
Joined AP3 in January 2002
Previously: SEB Asset Management, SEB Trading

Inge Andersson

Eskil Svensson

Portfolio Manager Sweden
23 years in the ﬁnancial ﬁeld
Joined AP3 in June 2005
Previously: Handelsbanken Kapitalförvaltning, TryggHansa

Portfolio Manager Sweden
17 years in the ﬁnancial ﬁeld
Joined AP3 in May 2000
Previously: Alfred Berg Kapitalförvaltning, Alfred Berg Fondkommission

Internal Equity
Management

Nalini Bonnier
Portfolio Manager Europe
TMT (technology, media and
telecom operators)
8 years in the ﬁnancial ﬁeld and 9
years in ﬁnancial journalism
Joined AP3 in September 2004
Previously: SEB Asset Management, Handelsbanken Markets

Cecilia Sved

Urban Eriksson

Head of Global Equities
15 years in the ﬁnancial ﬁeld
Joined AP3 in December 2002
Previously: Länsförsäkringar
Kapitalförvaltning, Wasa Kapitalförvaltning

Head of Execution Equities &
Derivatives and Asset Allocation
20 years in the ﬁnancial ﬁeld
Joined AP3 in August 1999
Previously: Robur Kapitalförvaltning, Sparbankernas Bank

Olle Bastmark

Anne-Charlotte Hormgard

Execution Equities & Derivatives
2 years in the ﬁnancial ﬁeld
Joined AP3 in January 2004

Portfolio Manager
AFA, CEFA
17 years in the ﬁnancial ﬁeld
Joined AP3 in April 1993
Previously: Bohusbanken FK,
Folksam ﬁnance division

Global Equity
Management
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Alternative Investments

Stig Jonsson

Claudia Stanghellini

Quantitative Analyst
17 years in the ﬁnancial ﬁeld
Joined AP3 in July 1999
Previously: Handelsbanken Markets,
Öhman Fondkommission

Quantitative Analyst
8 years in the ﬁnancial ﬁeld
Joined AP3 in May 2002
Previously: Sun Life Financial

Bengt Hellström

Ulrika Slåne Sens

Head of Alternative Investments
21 years in the ﬁnancial ﬁeld
Joined AP3 in October 2000
Previously: EQT Partners, Investor

Portfolio Manager Life Science
AFA, CEFA
17 years in the ﬁnancial ﬁeld
Joined AP3 in February 1999
Previously: Aros, Enskilda Securities

Mikael Huldt

Risk Management
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Portfolio Manager Private Equity
4 years in the ﬁnancial ﬁeld
Joined AP3 in January 2004
Previously: Mannheimer Swartling
law ﬁrm

Klas Åkerbäck

Erik Valtonen

Erika Lundquist

Head of Risk Management
PhD
16 years in the ﬁnancial ﬁeld
Joined AP3 in May 2000
Previously: Handelsbanken Markets

Head of Risk Control and Compliance
11 years in the ﬁnancial ﬁeld
Joined AP3 in April 2005
Previously: Brummer & Partners,
ABB Financial Services

Dan Bergman

Mikael Broberg

Senior Quantitative Analyst,
Investment strategy, ALM
PhD, CFA
6 years in the ﬁnancial ﬁeld.
Joined AP3 in May 2005
Previously: AFA Kapitalförvaltning,
Stockholm University

Quantitative Analyst
Risk and performance
7 years in the ﬁnancial ﬁeld
Joined AP3 in August 2004
Previously: Den Norske Bank,
Skandia

Mattias Bylund

Niklas Söderström

Quantitative Analyst
Risk and performance
4 years in the ﬁnancial ﬁeld
Joined AP3 in August 2002

Analyst
Risk control
4 years in the ﬁnancial ﬁeld
Joined AP3 in July 2004
Previously: Nordea Bank, Aros
Securities
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Portfolio Manager
7 years in the ﬁnancial ﬁeld
Joined AP3 in September 2000
Previously: Alfred Berg Kapitalförvaltning

Report of the Directors 2005
Report of the Board of Directors and Chief Executive Ofﬁcer of the Third Swedish National Pension Fund (AP3)
for the ﬁnancial year ended 31 December 2005.

Fund capital

Total portfolio

Revenue
Net proﬁt for 2005 totalled SEK 28.1 billion (16.1), which represented a total investment return of 17.7% (11.2) after expenses and
adjustments for net capital ﬂows. At year-end, fund capital totalled
SEK 192.0 billion (160.3). During the year the Fund recorded a net
capital inﬂow of SEK 2.9 billion (1.7).

Strategic portfolio
Every year the AP3 Board sets the Fund’s key asset allocation
instrument, the strategic portfolio. Using the strategic portfolio,
a reference index is created for the listed portfolio to serve as the
benchmark against which active management performance is
measured.
In 2005, the strategic portfolio was structured as follows: 54.5%
equities, 37% ﬁxed income and 8.5% real estate. 37% of the holdings were in Swedish assets and 63% in foreign assets. Currency
exposure totalled 14.7%.
The strategic portfolio set by the Board for 2005 resulted in the
divestment of the Fund’s index-linked bond holdings, a shortening
of the duration in the ﬁxed income portfolio and a reduction in currency exposure. These steps were based on a medium-term forecast
of asset returns that analysed whether the assets were overvalued
or undervalued. The process of adjusting the strategic portfolio in
line with medium-term analysis is motivated by a desire to achieve
more stable returns over time and thereby strengthen the link
between AP3’s investment performance and its commitments to the
national pension system.
In 2004, the portfolio rebalancing mechanism was changed from
a ﬁxed weight system to one in which reference index weights in
the strategic portfolio are allowed to ﬂoat within a band of ± 3
percentage points. Semi-ﬁxed weights have the advantage of reducing transaction costs related to portfolio rebalancing. In 2005, the
portfolio rebalancing limits were exceeded only once. Under the
ﬁxed-weight system, portfolio rebalancing occurred on a daily basis.

Changes in fund capital 2005
SEK million
Fund capital at 1 Jan 2005
Pension contributions
Pension disbursements
Administration fee to Swedish Social Insurance Agency
Transfers from phase-out funds
Net proﬁt for the year

160,254
44,883
-42,277
-294
593
28,791

Total fund capital at 31 Dec 2005

191,950

Operating expenses
Operating expenses consist of costs for staff, IT and premises and
other administrative costs. They amounted to SEK 127 million
(129), of which SEK 72 million (70) were personnel expenses.
Commission expenses1
Commission expenses consist of external costs pertaining to the
management of AP3’s investment assets. They include ﬁxed commissions for external mandates, commissions for private equity funds
and custody account expenses. In 2005 they amounted to SEK
149.0 million (149.7).
1

Please refer to page 53,”Changes in accounting principles”.

Asset management cost ratio

Strategic portfolio 2005

SEK million

2005

2004

Equities 54.5%

Fixed income 37.0%

Commission expenses
Operating expenses
Asset management cost ratio1
Asset management cost ratio2

149
127
0.16
0.07

150
129
0.21
0.10

Sweden 16.0%
Europe 17.5%
USA 14.7%
Asia 6.3%

Sweden 12.6%
Europe 17.9%
USA 6.5%

1
2

Based on total commission and operating costs as a % of average fund capital.
Based on operating expenses as a % of average fund capital.

Real estate 8.5%
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Listed assets
The listed portfolio had a value of SEK 184.4 billion at year-end
and generated a return for 2005 of 17.3% before expenses. This
compares to a 16.1% return on the reference index and means the
Fund’s active management generated an active return of 1.2 percentage points, or SEK 1.8 billion.
Contributions from listed assets 2005 (%)
Contributions to
AP3’s absolute return
Tactical asset allocation (TAA)
Fixed income
Foreign equities
Swedish equities
Other
Total

Contributions to AP3’s
active return

0.6%
1.5%
9.9%
5.2%
0.2%

0.6%
0.3%
0.7%
-0.6%
0.2%

17.3%

1,2%

The Board has an annual target for active return to outperform the
reference index by 0.2 and 0.8 percentage points. In 2005, the Fund
exceeded this target by a comfortable margin and at a low level of
active risk (measured as tracking error). The risk-adjusted active
return was therefore excellent and the information ratio for the year
stood at 2.2. The level of absolute risk, measured as standard portfolio deviation, was also low. Risk-adjusted absolute return, known as
the sharpe ratio, was 3.4.
Return and risk for listed assets 2005
2005
Return (%)

Portfolio
Index
Active

17.3
16.1
1.2

Risk, %

Portfolio
Index
Active

4.5
4.3
0.5

Information ratio
Sharpe ratio

2.2
3.4

Income and expenses for external management of
listed assets 2005
SEK million

Listed assets
Active and
enhanced
mandates

Passive
mandates

Total
listed
assets

Gross income
active return
Less performance-based commissions
Net income
Fixed management commissions

9,184
1,178
-85
9,098
-106

4,126
10
0
4,126
-6

13,310
1,188
-85
13,224
-112

Net contribution

8,992

4,120

13,112

47,448

31,109

78,557

Capital under management
at 31 Dec 2005 (excluding overlay
mandates for tactical asset allocation)

Alternative investments
The alternative investment portfolio consists of unlisted equities,
real estate, infrastructure assets, timberland and a portfolio of small
cap listed life science companies.
Investment commitments in unlisted assets (i.e. private equity)
totalled SEK 9.5 billion (5.7) at year-end, of which completed
investments totalled SEK 3.8 billion. These holdings posted a return
of 26.3%.
The real estate portfolio consists of a 25% holding in the property company AP Fastigheter and investments in timberland funds.
The equity holding in AP Fastigheter was valued at SEK 3.8 billion
at year-end. The value of the timberland holdings was SEK 0.6 billion. The real estate portfolio generated a return of 44.1%.
In the ﬁrst half of 2005, AP3 made its ﬁrst commitment in infrastructure assets, and total commitments were SEK 275 million at
year-end. During the fourth quarter AP3 began creating a portfolio
of small cap listed life science companies. This portfolio reached
a value of SEK 83 million at year-end and generated a return of
40.7% for the year.
Income and expenses for external management of
unlisted assets 2005
SEK million
Gross income
Management commissions repaid as part of
proceeds from investments sold
Management commissions recognised as commission expense

514

Net contribution

466

Receivables of management commissions for listed assets
Assets under management at 31 Dec 2005
Invested
Commitments
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Unlisted assets

-30
-18

61

3,809
9,540

Historical record
In the ﬁve years from 2001 up to and including 2005, AP3’s portfolio has delivered an average annual real return of 3.5%. The shortfall
versus the Board’s long-term target of 4% reﬂects strongly negative
returns in the Fund’s ﬁrst two years of operation.
Annual active return in 2001-2005 totalled 0.38 percentage
points before expenses, which is close to the mean active return
target of 0.42 percentage points before expenses (calculated by
combining the annual targets for the period). In kronor terms,
active management generated SEK 3 billion during the ﬁve years.
The strategic decision to diversify the portfolio, notably expanding
investments in small cap and mid cap equities, has also helped to
raise returns since 2003.

Signiﬁcant events
In 2005, AP3 focused on clarifying operational targets, improving
investment processes and enhancing risk management. Staff turnover was relatively high in 2004 and early 2005, and as part of the
recruitment process AP3 made a number of changes to the Fund’s
organisational structure. Management of listed assets was grouped
under the Asset Management department and management of
unlisted and non-liquid assets was grouped under Alternative
Investments. The Risk Control function was transferred to the Risk
Management department. A new Strategic Allocation department
was formed to develop and coordinate the ALM process and monitor decisions relating to the strategic portfolio.
In the listed portfolio, risk mandates for the Tactical Asset
Allocation and Global Equities teams were increased, while some
active equity mandates in the European and Swedish portfolio
were switched to passive management. The diversiﬁcation process
continued.
The Fund made its ﬁrst investments in infrastructure assets,
starting a portfolio of small cap listed life science companies and
extending the equity portfolio into emerging markets.
In addition, a new portfolio system was introduced and a
procurement process for a new risk system started. A new risk
management plan was drawn up and a risk committee was formed
to monitor risk and returns.

Board activities
The Board of Directors has nine members, all appointed by the
government. Two new directors joined the Board in 2005. Board
meetings are attended by the CEO, and other employees may also
be called upon to attend in connection with discussions of speciﬁc
issues.
During the year the Board held seven meetings, one of which

was an extended strategy meeting that examined Fund targets,
medium-term asset allocation and risk management. Besides approving the annual accounts, budgets, operations plan and strategic
portfolio, the Board monitors the Fund’s operational performance.
The Board also received a report from the Fund’s auditors on
completion of their annual audit. Investment performance was discussed at all Board meetings, an ongoing review of the Fund’s cost
structure was discussed at four Board meetings, and cost-efﬁciency
issues were considered at three meetings. Approval was given for a
benchmarking study of AP3’s cost structure.
The Board set a long-term mean annual target for real returns
of 4% and changed the active return target from 0.2-0.8 percentage points to a ﬁxed ﬁgure of 0.6 percentage points from 2006. A
new organisational structure for risk management was introduced,
along with a set of new rules and guidelines. The Board also decided to diversify asset management operations further by including emerging markets in the global equity portfolio and adding
life science investments to the alternative investment portfolio. A
special presentation was made in conjunction with the decision to
begin emerging-market investments. The Board regularly discussed
corporate governance issues and also approved a new corporate
governance policy for the Fund. A review of the Board’s administration was carried out in early 2006.
The audit committee, which reports to the Board, is active
mainly in internal regulation, internal control, external audit and
risk control. The committee is also in charge of day-to-day contacts with the Fund’s auditors. It held three meetings in 2005 and
monitored the introduction of the new portfolio system and the
preparation of the new risk management plan. The audit committee
chairman reports directly to the Board.

Government assessment
The Ministry of Finance conducts an annual assessment of the AP
funds´ operations and submits this in a report to Parliament. The
report for the period 1 January – 31 December 2004 concluded
that it was too early to draw deﬁnite conclusions relating to the
funds’ investment performance. However, the report did say that
a comparison of the funds’ costs had indicated a lower level of risk
diversiﬁcation than might have been expected after allocating the
buffer capital to four separate funds. It also suggested that there was
an insufﬁciently high ratio of active management in relation to the
funds’ costs. This opinion was based on a cost review by consultancy ﬁrm KPMG.
The AP3 Board and executive management examined and
discussed the report, and an independent study of the Fund’s costeffectiveness was commissioned and performed by consultancy ﬁrm
Cost Effectiveness Measurement (CEM). CEM conducted a more
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detailed analysis than KMPG and also took into account the Fund’s
asset mix and management structure (the breakdown between
active and passive management and between internal and external
management). The CEM review indicated that AP3’s asset management activities were cost-effective in the context of its management
structure. AP3 has also performed detailed cost studies in speciﬁc
areas to ensure that the fees it pays to outside parties are reasonable. The Fund also increased the activity level within its portfolio
in 2005, an initiative which helped to increase active returns.
Together with the other AP funds, AP3 met the Parliamentary
Committee on Finance to discuss cost structures and corporate governance issues. The funds’ management costs were also
discussed at a meeting with the Under-secretary of State at the
Ministry of Finance.

Corporate governance
AP3 attended 40 AGMs and seven EGMs in 2005. We also had
representatives on the nominating committees of Alfa Laval, Cardo,
Castellum, Haldex, Höganäs, Nobia, Switchcore and Telelogic.
During the year the Board approved a new corporate governance policy. Parts of the former policy replicated in the new Swedish Code of Corporate Governance were deleted and the focus
shifted to other key governance issues. A core element is the way
we believe share-related incentive schemes should be structured so
they accord with the interests of shareholders.
By taking an active role as an investor we aim to ensure that the
corporations in our portfolio have appropriate policies to manage
social and environmental risks. During the year we held discussions
with ten companies concerning social responsibility.

and comply with the rules set by the Board or executive management. Daily risk exposure reports are a key ingredient in portfolio
managers’ decisions. A procurement process for a new risk management system, which will be fully integrated with the portfolio
system, was launched during the year.

Organisation and employees
In 2005, AP3 changed the organisational structure to clarify decision-making channels and improve resource utilisation. A survey
of staff attitudes was conducted to serve as a basis for optimising
the organisational structure. The executive management group
focused on clarifying internal targets and establishing a clearer link
between effort and performance by expanding staff assessment talks
and providing training to managers in this area. At year-end, AP3
had 48 employees, of whom 28 were male and 20 were female. On
average, each employee has 14 years’ experience of working life. A
total of seven people left the Fund during the year and eight people
joined. A further two individuals were contracted to start employment in the ﬁrst quarter of 2006. The sickness absence rate was low
and totalled 1% during the year.

Brokerage fees
Brokerage fees are payable on transactions in equities and units,
and are therefore included in the acquisition cost. Brokerage fees
amounted to SEK 105.5 million (89.6), of which 75% arose from
external management.

Changes in accounting principles
Valuation and risk control
We place high demands on monitoring portfolio risk and returns,
both in relation to individual mandates and for the Fund as a
whole. In 2005, we introduced a new portfolio system offering
fully integrated asset management for front, middle and back ofﬁce
functions. The aim of this investment was to make the transaction
process more automated.
Investment performance and portfolio risk are measured daily.
The Risk Control team monitors Fund processes and positions to
ensure that management activities remain within stipulated limits
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As of 2005, AP3 together with AP1, AP2 and AP4 has adjusted
its income statement format to comply with the standards that
apply to securities companies generally. The change means that all
external expenses directly related to asset management are recognised against income in the income statement. These changes were
introduced in the interim report for the ﬁrst six months of 2005 and
apply also to the annual ﬁnancial statements. See Note 1, Accounting and Valuation Principles.
During the autumn the AP funds adopted new accounting principles that affect the presentation of variable commissions payable
to external managers and the fees payable to private equity funds.

The aim of the changes is to provide a more accurate picture of the
funds’ costs and to adapt their presentation to that of similar institutions in Sweden and abroad. Starting with the 2005 full-year ﬁnancial statements, variable commissions are recognised directly against
net income for the asset class in which they arise and are therefore
not included under commission expenses. Variable commissions in
2005 totalled SEK 85 million.
The presentation of fees to private equity funds in respect of
AP3’s private equity investments depends on how the individual
agreements are structured. In most cases, management fees are
repaid when the funds sell their holdings, and in such cases the
management fees are recognised as a receivable in the balance
sheet. The receivable is dissolved on payment of AP3’s share in the

proﬁts of a sale. In the annual ﬁnancial statements an assessment
is made of how likely or unlikely a future repayment is to arise. If
AP3 considers it unlikely that a repayment will be made, then the
management fees are recognised as a commission expense in the
income statement. In cases where there is prior agreement that
management fees are not repayable in the event of a sale, the fees
are recognised as a commission expense as they arise. In 2005, SEK
18 million of private equity management fees were recognised as an
expense in the income statement. The fees repayable on payment of
AP3’s share in the proceeds of a sale amounted to SEK 30 million,
while fees totalling SEK 61 million were carried as a receivable in
the balance sheet.

Historical data1
Key ﬁgures
Income and inﬂows (SEK billion)
Fund capital
Inﬂows2
Net proﬁt for the year
Return (%)
Return on total portfolio before expenses
Return on total portfolio after expenses
Return on listed assets before expenses3
Active return on listed assets before expenses
Active return on listed assets after expenses
Active risk (%)
Active risk for listed assets (std deviation, ex post)
Currency exposure (%)
Currency exposure as % of strategic portfolio
Share of external and active management (%)
Share of active management including enhanced
Share of external management incl. investments in private equity ﬁrms
Management expenses as % of assets under management
Asset management cost ratio incl. commission expenses
Asset management cost ratio excl. commission expenses

2005

2004

2003

2002

2001

192.0
2.9
28.8

160.3
1.7
16.1

142.5
2.6
19.8

120.2
5.0
-17.5

132.7
4.5
-5.8

17.9
17.7
17.3
1.2

11.4
11.2
11.4
0.0

16.4
16.2
17.2
-0.1

-12.4
-12.6
-12.9
0.6

-4.1
-4.2
-4.4
0.2

0.5

0.5

0.9

0.8

1.0

14.74

19.3

10.8

9.6

7.7

74.1
45.3

87.8
30.8

80.6
28.8

84.8
28.4

73.9
23.2

0.16
0.07

0.21
0.10

0.18
0.10

0.14
0.10

0.08
0.08

1

Return ﬁgures deﬁned as per the government’s annual review.

2

Net payments from Swedish Social Insurance Agency and phase-out and special asset management funds.

3

Liquid portfolio, which excludes real estate and private equity.

4

Excluding exposure through SEK-listed companies with foreign domicile.

Annualised
2001–2005

0.38
0.22
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Income statement and balance sheet
Income statement
SEK million

Balance sheet
Note

Revenue
Net interest income
11
Dividends received
Net income from listed
shares and units
Net income from unlisted
shares and units
12
Net income from
interest-bearing assets
Net income from derivative securities
Net income from currencies
Net commission expenses
13
Total revenue

Operating expenses
Staff expenses
Other administrative expenses
Total operating expenses
Net proﬁt for the year

14
15

2005

2004

2,526
2,730

2,991
2,063

19,181

10,148

1,226

361

19
744
2,641
-149

2,105
116
-1,438
-150

28,918

16,196

72
55

70
59

127

129

28,791

16,067

SEK million

Note

ASSETS
Investment assets
Shares and units
Listed
Unlisted
Bonds and other interestbearing assets
Derivatives

2
2

103,673
5,096

86,548
2,853

3
4

78,811
468

65,464
2,877

188,048

157,742

5

3,379
216

1,610
36

6

1,669

1,199

5,264

2,845

193,312

160,587

1,176
47

205
50

139

78

1,362

333

160,254

142,536

2,312

1,397

593
28,791

254
16,067

Total fund capital

191,950

160,254

Total fund capital and liabilities

193,312

160,587

Total investment assets
Receivables and other assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Other assets
Prepaid expenses and
accrued income

Total receivables and other assets
Total assets

FUND CAPITAL AND LIABILITIES
Derivatives
4
Other liabilities
7
Deferred income and
accrued expenses
8
Total liabilities
Fund capital
Fund capital at 1 Jan
9
Net payments from the
pension system
Transfers from special asset
management and phase-out funds
Net proﬁt for the year

Memorandum items
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31 Dec 2005 31 Dec 2004

10

Notes to the ﬁnancial statements
NOTE 1 Accounting and valuation principles
In compliance with the Swedish National Pension Funds Act, this annual report
has been prepared according to generally accepted accounting principles.
Taking into account the existing regulations applicable to comparable ﬁnancial
institutions, the buffer funds have developed and put into practice a set of common accounting and valuation principles.

Buybacks
In a true buyback (repurchase), the asset remains on the balance sheet and
cash received is taken up as a liability. The divested security is reported under
memorandum items as a pledged asset on the balance sheet. The cash value
difference between spot and forward legs accrues during the maturity period
and is reported as interest.

Changes in accounting principles
From 2005, AP3 – along with AP1, AP2 and AP4 – has adapted its income
statement and the way it reports commissions paid to external private equity
managers to conform to the principles followed by equivalent organisations in
Sweden and abroad. The new principle for recognition of external private equity
management fees applies to payments made from 1 January 2005. Comparative ﬁgures have therefore not been adjusted, though comparative ﬁgures have
been adjusted to reﬂect the new income statement format.

Derivatives
Derivatives are valued at fair value. Derivative transactions with a positive market value at year-end are reported as assets, while transactions with a negative
market value are reported as liabilities. The difference between forward and
spot rates of currency futures is deferred and recognised on a straight-line basis
over the maturity period and is carried as interest.

Securities lending
Performance-based incentives, which are only payable when an asset manager
outperforms a predetermined level, are reported against net income for the
relevant asset category in the income statement. Fees paid to external private
equity managers and which are deemed likely to be subject to repayment prior
to proﬁt sharing are reported as a receivable under other assets in the balance
sheet. Fixed commissions to external managers and custody account expenses
are recognised as commission expenses in the income statement.

Loaned securities are recognised in the balance sheet and are taken up as
pledged assets under memorandum items. Received and accrued premiums
are recognised as interest income.

As of 2005, AP3 recognises the amortised cost of bond holdings and also carries the forward premium on currency futures as interest. Comparative ﬁgures
have not been adjusted.

Items reported directly against fund capital

Equipment and computer programs
Investments in equipment and computer programs are recognised as an
expense as they arise.

Payments to and from the pension system, as well as transfers from the special
asset management and phase-out funds owned jointly by the four buffer funds,
are reported directly against fund capital.

Transaction day accounting
Purchases and sales on the money, bond, equity and foreign exchange markets
are recognised in the balance sheet on the transaction date, that is at the point
when material rights, and therefore risks, are transacted between the parties.
Receivables and liabilities that fall between the transaction and settlement date
are reported under other assets and other liabilities respectively.

Foreign currency
Foreign-currency-denominated assets and liabilities are stated at year-end
exchange rates. Changes in the values of foreign-currency-denominated assets
are divided between those attributable to the change in value of the asset or
liability and those caused by exchange rate movements. Realised and unrealised changes in value that arise due to exchange rate movements are reported
on a net basis under net income from currencies.

Shares and units
Shares and units are valued at fair value. Shares listed on an authorised stock
exchange are valued either by using the closing rate in local currency on the
year’s last day of trading or, alternatively, by using the ﬁnal buying rate.
Private equity holdings are valued in accordance with EVCA principles or similar
standards. Fair value valuations should be made with care and consistency.

Commission expenses
Commission expenses are recognised as a deduction from revenue in the
income statement. They consist of direct transaction costs, custody account
expenses and ﬁxed commissions to external managers.
Performance-based payments and management fees for unlisted assets are
reported under “Changes in accounting principles”.

Operating expenses
All expenses, excluding brokerage fees, performance-based incentives to
external managers and commission expenses, are reported under operating
expenses.
AP3 is VAT-exempt since it is not classed as a business, which means the Fund
is not entitled to claim back any VAT outlays. Paid VAT is recognised under the
relevant expense.

Income taxes
The AP funds are exempt from all income tax on investments in Sweden. The
tax liability on investments outside Sweden varies from country to country.

Rounding off
Bonds and other interest-bearing securities
Bonds and other interest-bearing assets are valued at fair value. Fair value is
calculated preferably by using the ﬁnal buying rate on the last day of trading or,
alternatively, using the buying rate on the preceding day. Net capital gains and
unrealised changes in value are the difference between average accrued acquisition value and market value/fair value. Accrued acquisition value is the discounted present value of future payments, where the discount rate corresponds
to the effective interest rate at the time of purchase. Acquired premiums or
discounts are deferred and recognised over the remaining life of the instrument
or until the next adjustment of the interest rate. Changes in amortised costs are
reported as interest income.

Minor discrepancies may occur in the tables in this report due to the rounding
up or down of individual ﬁgures.
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NOTE 2 Shares and units
Listed shares and units
31 Dec 2005
SEK million
Swedish equities
Foreign equities
Units in foreign funds
Total equities

Fair value
30,305
71,603
1,765
103,673

31 Dec 2004

Cost
24,190
60,651
1,416
86,257

Fair value
28,331
56,721
1,496
86,548

Cost
26,693
60,857
1,425
88,975

Share of
equity capital

Share
of voting

Cost
31 Dec 2005

Cost
31 Dec 2004

25%
5%
11%
11%
33%
28%
25%
6%
17%
30%
27%

25%
5%

721
173
28
31
51
106
57
42
56
25
31
1,321

721
173
24
39
46
115
48
61
21
–
–
1,248

19%
29%
1%
8%
10%
13%
4%
13%
2%
23%
21%
12%
6%
1%
2%
1%
6%

44
42
137
140
51
29
128
71
125
44
5
13
30
14
25
-1
2

22
43
151
88
35
7
71
72
104
26
4
2
0
–
–
–
–

5%
3%
3%
2%
6%

11
46
42
48
32

35
53
11
0

3%
10%
19%
1%
7%
6%
6%
29%
1%
10%
2%
18%
8%

28
78
47
215
96
69
109
104
59
90
25
78
18

83
53
31
173
65
38
38
30
3
12
10
61
–

Unlisted shares and units
Name
Unlisted Swedish shares and units
AP Fastigheter Holding AB
Bergvik Skog AB
Swedestart Life Science
Swedestart Tech
Litorina Kapital 2001
Innkap 1
Innkap 2
EQT Scandinavia I
IT Provider Fund VII
Priveq III
Four Seasons Venture V B
Total unlisted Swedish shares and units
Foreign shares and units
EUR
HVP European Venture
Carnegie BiotechBridge Fund
Candover 2001 Fund
CapMan Equity VII
Innkap 3
European Secondary Development Fund III
Altor 2003 Fund
Polder - Greenpark Co - Investment
Electra European Fund
Crown Private Equity - Eur. Buyout
NeoMed Innovation IV
Keyhaven Capital I
Greenpark International Investors II
Advent International GPE V
Electra European Fund II
Candover 2005 Fund
CapMan Buyout VIII
GBP
LGV 2
LGV 3
LGV 4
Alchemy
Henderson PFI Sec. Fund
USD
GS Vintage II
Private Equity Technology Partners III
Vision Capital III
Warburg Pincus Private Equity VIII
Paul Capital Top Tier Investments II
Auda Secondary Fund
Rhône Offshore Partners II
GS US Middle Market Buyout Fund
Kelso Investment Associates VII
Harbour Vest 2004 Direct Fund
GS Vintage III
Viking Global Timber Fund LLC
Private Equity Technology Partners IV
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Corp id. no.

No.

556650-4196
556610-2959
969675-2337
969674-7725
969682-2718
556541-0056
969661-4735
969677-7037
556539-5646
969704-1524

1,000,000

969673–0333

Unlisted shares and associates
Cost
31 Dec 2005
18
7
46
56
-1
31
42
32
10
34

Cost
31 Dec 2004
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

69
85
8

73
69
–

Total unlisted foreign shares and units
Total unlisted Swedish shares and units

2,531
1,321

1,463
1,248

Total unlisted shares and associates

3,852

2,711

Total market value

5,096

2,853

Name
VenCap10
Paul Capital Top Tier Investments III
CD&R Fund VII
GS Capital Partners V
VenCap 6
OakHill Capital Parners II
Warburg Pincus Private Equity IX
AIG Co-Investment Fund
Global Timber Investors 7
Southern Cone Timberland LLC
NOK
Four Seasons Venture IV
Ferd Private Equity
Four Seasons Venture IV TWIN AS

Corp id. no.

No.

Share of
equity capital
7%
6%
1%
1%
5%
1%
1%
5%
7%
31%

Share
of voting

17%
10%
17%

NOTE 4 Derivatives

NOTE 3 Bonds and other interest-bearing assets

Nominal
value

Positive
fair value

Negative
fair value

Equity-related instruments
FRAs/futures

2,642

153

424

Total

2,642

153

424

Fixed-income-related instruments
FRAs/futures
11,280
Swaps
159

65
227

109
51

Total

292

160

Bonds and other interest-bearing securities by class of issuer
SEK million
31 Dec 05

31 Dec 05

31 Dec 04

31 Dec 04

Fair
value

Amortised
cost

Fair
value

Cost

7,521
37

7,535
37

11,575
37

10,739
37

10,559

10,541

13,359

13,262

2,013
10,140
22,854
25,687

1,999
10,119
22,176
25,168

1,626
7,310
14,554
17,003

1,589
7,118
14,443
17,936

78,811

77,575

65,464

65,124

SEK million
Swedish state
Swedish municipalities
Swedish mortgage
lending institutions
Other Swedish issuers
Financial institutions
Non-ﬁnancial companies
Foreign states
Other foreign issuers
Total

Bonds and other interest-bearing securities by class of instrument
31 Dec 05

31 Dec 05

31 Dec 04

31 Dec 04

Fair
value

Amortised
cost

Fair
value

Cost

Index-linked bonds
8,465
Other bonds
59,666
Treasury bills
Certiﬁcates
6,444
Units in Swedish
bond funds
2,188
Units in foreign bond funds

8,464
58,435

10,341
45,932
–
293

9,646
45,805
–
292

–
–

–
–

SEK million

Other instruments
Total

6,444
2,184

2,048

2,048

8,898

9,381

78,811

77,575

65,464

65,124

cleared

cleared
Currency-related instruments
Options

2,642

11,439
11,280

18

39

22

FRAs/futures

-588

578

1,164

Total
cleared

-570
–

617

1,186

AP3 is mandated to use derivatives primarily to improve the effectiveness of
its investment activities or to hedge against risk.
The main types of derivative used by the Fund are:
* Equity futures: these are used chieﬂy for tactical asset allocation, including
regional allocations between different equity classes.
* Interest rate futures: these are used for regional allocation and also to
manage interest rate risk, including the Fund’s exposure to credit spread
risk between the yield curves for government bonds and swaps.
* Currency forwards: these are used to manage the Fund’s currency exposure (currency hedge ratio).
Risks arising in relation to derivatives are closely monitored. Further
details are contained in the risk management plan. All positions taken in
derivatives are monitored continuously and assessed on a daily basis.
Equity and interest rate futures are traded ideally on standardised markets through cleared products, whereby counterparty risks can be limited
to the clearing institution. The market for currency forwards is over-thecounter, which means that trades there are not subject to clearing. Thus,
credit and delivery risks arise in relation to counterparties. Counterparties
for non-cleared transactions are sanctioned and limited by the Board, and
all exposure is subject to constant monitoring. The Fund uses standardised
market contracts, such as ISDA agreements, for OTC trading. More details
of AP3’s risk management procedures for derivatives can be found in the
risk management plan.
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NOTE 5 Other assets
SEK million

NOTE 10 Memorandum items
31 Dec 2005

31 Dec 2004

Trade receivables
Other current receivables

155
61

36
0

Total other assets

216

36

Pledged assets for buybacks

0

2,135

27,233
28,779

17,841
18,736

Nominal
amount

Nominal
amount

722

892

Invested
31 Dec 2005

Total
commitments

Invested
31 Dec 2004

3,809

5,728

2,092

SEK million

2005

2004

Interest income
Bonds and other interest-bearing securities
Derivatives
Securities lending

2,988
173
62

2,865

Loaned securities for which collateral received
Loaned securities
Collateral received for loaned securities

NOTE 6 Prepaid expenses and accrued income
SEK million

Pledges and equivalent collateral to secure own liabilities
SEK million
31 Dec 2005 31 Dec 2004

31 Dec 2005

31 Dec 2004

Accrued interest income
Accrued dividends
Tax reclaimables
Prepaid expenses

1,649
12
3
5

1,172
16
6
5

Total prepaid expenses and accrued income

1,669

1,199

Other pledges and equivalent collateral

SEK million
For derivatives trading

Commitments

NOTE 7 Other liabilities
SEK million
SEK million

31 Dec 2005

31 Dec 2004

Accounts payable
Trade payables
Payroll taxes
Employees’ PAYE taxes
Other liabilities

4
41
0
2
0

10
37
0
3
0

Total other liabilities

47

50

NOTE 8 Deferred income and accrued expenses
SEK million

31 Dec 2005

Accrued external management expenses
Other accrued expenses
Bonuses incl. social security expenses
Total deferred income and accrued expenses

31 Dec 2004

98
40
1

55
21
2

139

78

Total
commitments

Unlisted equities

9,540

NOTE 11 Net interest income

Other interest income

40

41

86

Total interest income

3,264

2,991

Interest expenses
Derivatives
Other interest expenses

738
0

0

Total interest expenses

738

0

2 ,526

2,991

NOTE 9 Fund capital
Net interest income
Net payments from the pension system

SEK million

31 Dec 2005

31 Dec 2004

160,254
44,883
-42,268
-14
5
0

142,536
42,904
-40,696
-95
-4
-400

Fund capital at 1 Jan
Paid-in pension contributions
Disbursed pension payments
Transfer of pension rights to the EU
Settlement of pension rights
Final settlement for 1999-2004
Administration fee paid to Swedish
Social Insurance Agency

-294

-312

2,312

1,397

Transfers from AP1’s phase-out fund
Transfers from AP4’s special asset management fund

363
230

129
125

Total transfers from phase-out and
special asset management funds

593

254

Total net payments from the pension system

NOTE 12 Net income from unlisted shares and units
SEK million
Capital gains/losses
Unrealised changes in value
Net income from unlisted shares and units

External commissions for listed assets
External commissions for unlisted assets
Other commission expenses incl.
custodian bank expenses
Total commission expenses

28,791

16,067

Fund capital at 31 Dec

191,950

160,254

3,688

4,924

472

806

Capital under management in AP1’s phase-out fund
Capital under management in AP4’s special asset
management fund

Annual reports for AP1’s phase-out fund and AP4’s special asset management fund are available on request from the funds.
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2004

231
995

92
269

1,226

361

2005

2004

113
18

62
66

NOTE 13 Commission expenses
SEK million

Net proﬁt for the year

2005

18

22

149

150

Performance-based payments – which totalled SEK 85 million (35) – are not
included under commission expenses but are recognised against net income
for each asset class.

NOTE 14 Employee information
2005
total of which
female
Average no. of employees
No. of employees at 31 Dec
No. in executive
management at 31 Dec

2004
total of which
female

46
48

20
20

46
46

16
19

9

4

8

2

SEK thousand
Salaries and remuneration
Chairman of the Board
CEO
Board of Directors excl. Chairman
Executive management excl. CEO

100
2,966
480
11,920

100
2,711
504
10,674

Other employees

28,171

30,424

Total salaries and remuneration

43,637

44,413

Provisions for bonuses
CEO
Executive management excl. CEO
Other employees

0
-440
-317

-2,361
-2,037

Total bonuses

-757

-4,398

0

0

888
2,744
6,569

761
2,264
6,736

Total pension plan expenses

10,201

9,761

Social security expenses
Chairman of the Board
CEO
Board of Directors excl. Chairman
Executive management excl. CEO
Other employees

32
1,178
156
4,392
10,535

33
1,071
165
3,268
10,829

Total social security expenses

16,293

15,365

Executive Management Committee
At 31 December 2005, the executive management committee had eight
members in addition to the CEO. Their remuneration (excluding that of the
CEO) is shown in the table above. The Fund has collective wage agreements with the Employers’ Organisation of the Swedish Banking Institutions
and the JUSEK/CR/CF (SACO) trade unions. Apart from these agreements,
no special arrangements exist in respect of notice of termination, severance
pay or early retirement.
Sickness absence
The total sickness absence rate in 2005 was 1.0% (0.6%). The ﬁgures were
0.5% (0.4%) for male employees and 1.8% (0.9%) for female employees.
No employee was absent due to illness for more than 60 consecutive days.
Bonuses
From its inception in 2001, AP3 operated a performance-based bonus
scheme for staff. However, new guidelines published by the government in
2003 resulted in this system being abolished the following year.
The former bonus system contained a long-term component that has not
yet fully expired. A provision of SEK 2.6 million was made in the 2003
accounts for payments due in 2006. SEK 1.1 million of this provision was
reversed in 2004 and a further SEK 0.8 million was reversed in 2004. The
remaining provision of SEK 0.7 million will be paid out in 2006 because one
of the two long-term targets for the period 2003-2005 was met.

Remuneration of Board members
in addition to Board fees
Pension plan expenses
CEO
Executive management excl. CEO
Other employees

Other personnel expenses

2,936

5,011

Total personnel expenses

72,310

70,151

Board of Directors
Remuneration of Board members is set by the government. Annual fees of
SEK 100,000 are paid to the Chairman, SEK 75,000 to the Deputy Chairman and SEK 50,000 to the other directors. The government has approved
additional remuneration of up to SEK 100,000 for individual directors who
perform committee duties. A provision of SEK 65,000 was made for committee engagements in 2005.

NOTE 15 Other operating expenses
SEK million

2005

2004

Cost of premises
Information and computer expenses
Services purchased
Other

5
35
8
7

5
39
8
7

Total other operating expenses

55

59

Services purchased, above, includes fees to auditors
SEK thousand
2005

2004

Audit assignments
Öhrlings PricewaterhouseCoopers AB
KPMG Bohlins AB

1,068
262

Other assignments
Öhrlings PricewaterhouseCoopers AB
Total auditors’ fees

1,282
326

105

34

1,713

1,364

Remuneration Committee
Following the termination of the former bonus system, the Board no longer
deems it necessary to have a remuneration committee. The CEO’s remuneration is set by the Board.
CEO
Under the CEO’s contract of employment, the Fund pays occupational pension and sickness insurance premiums amounting to 30% of gross salary.
In the event of termination, the contractual notice periods are 12 months for
AP3 and six months for the CEO. There are no provisions for severance pay
or for payment of an early-retirement pension.
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Tables
Five-year summary
2005

2004

2003

2002

2001

2.9
28.8
192.0

1.7
16.1
160.3

2.6
19.8
142.5

5.0
-17.5
120.2

4.5
-5.8
132.7

Returns and expenses
total portfolio
%
Return before expenses
Operating expenses
Commission expenses
Return after expenses
Inﬂation
Real return after expenses

17.9
0.07
0.09
17.7
0.82
16.7

11.4
0.10
0.11
11.2
0.29
10.9

16.4
0.10
0.08
16.2
1.27
14.7

-12.4
0.10
0.04
-12.6
2.08
-14.4

-4.1
0.08
0.00
-4.2
2.67
6.7

in SEK billion
Return before expenses
Operating expenses1
Return after expenses

28.9
0.1
28.8

16.2
0.1
16.1

20.0
0.2
19.8

-17.3
0.2
-17.5

-5.7
0.1
-5.8

Portfolio
Index
Active

17.3
16.1
1.2

11.4
11.4
0.0

17.2
17.3
-0.1

-12.9
-13.5
0.6

Portfolio
Index
Active

4.5
4.3
0.5

5.4
5.3
0.5

8.6
8.5
0.9

2.2
3.4

0.0
1.6

Currency exposure
% of strategic portfolio

14.72

Active management
% of total portfolio
External management
% of total portfolio

Income and inﬂows
in SEK billion
Net inﬂows from the pension system
Net proﬁt for the year
Fund capital 31 Dec

1

Changes in accounting
principles from 2004

Return and risk
listed portfolio
Return, %

Risk (standard deviation), %

Information ratio
Sharpe ratio

2

Excluding exposure
through SEK-listed
companies with foreign
domicile

Asset management expenses
% of assets under management
Operating expenses
Operating expenses
+ commission expenses
Portfolio structure
in SEK billion
of which
Swedish equities
Foreign equities
Nominal Swedish ﬁxed income
Nominal foreign ﬁxed income
Index-linked Swedish ﬁxed income
Index-linked foreign ﬁxed income
Real estate (incl. timberland)
Number of employees
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Annualised
2001-2005

Accumulated
2001-2005

-4.4
-4.6
0.2

5.0
4.6
0.4

27.4
25.2
2.3

12.5
12.6
0.8

11.2
10.9
1.0

8.8
8.7
0.7

neg
1.6

0.7
neg

0.2
neg

19.3

10.8

9.6

7.7

74.1

87.8

80.6

84.8

73.9

45.3

30.8

28.8

28.4

23.2

0.07

0.10

0.10

0.10

0.08

0.16

0.21

0.18

0.14

0.08

192.0

160.3

142.5

120.2

132.7

30.7
80.2
25.6
42.5
6.7
1.9
4.4

27.3
61.7
28.4
24.8
6.7
7.9
3.5

23.8
57.0
25.6
22.7
10.2
0.0
3.2

19.4
48.2
19.7
19.5
9.8
0.0
3.6

23.8
44.6
23.2
27.8
9.5
0.0
3.8

48

46

45

41

34

Returns and risk for the listed portfolio 2001-2005
2005

2004

2003

2002

2001

Since inception
Annualised Accumulated

Return

Portfolio
Index
Active

17.3
16.1
1.2

11.4
11.4
0.0

17.2
17.3
-0.1

-12.9
-13.5
0.6

-4.4
-4.6
0.2

5.0
4.6
0.4

Risk (standard deviation)

Portfolio
Index
Active

4.5
4.3
0.5

5.4
5.3
0.5

8.6
8.5
0.9

12.5
12.6
0.8

11.2
10.9
1.0

8.8
8.7
0.7

2.2
3.4

0
1.6

neg
1.6

0.7
neg

0.2
neg

0.5
0.2

Information ratio
Sharpe ratio

27.4
25.2
2.3

For the four-year period 2001-2004 return before expenses relates to all expenses. For 2005, it relates to return after payments of performance-based incentives.

Market value per asset class1
SEK billion

31 Dec 05

31 Dec 04

31 Dec 03

31 Dec 02

31 Dec 01

30.7
34.2
27.6
17.5
0.9

27.3
28.6
23.2
9.9
0.0

23.8
25.8
25.4
5.8
0.0

19.4
21.5
21.9
4.8
0.0

23.8
22.5
18.4
3.7
0.0

110.9

89.0

80.8

67.6

68.4

25.6
24.4
7.2
10.9
0.0
6.7
1.1
0.8

28.4
12.4
2.3
10.1
0.0
6.7
4.8
3.1

25.6
13.7
2.0
7.0
0.0
10.2
0.0
0.0

19.7
8.9
1.8
8.6
0.2
9.8
0.0
0.0

23.2
13.2
1.8
12.2
0.6
9.5
0.0
0.0

76.7

67.8

58.5

49.0

60.5

Cash

4.4
3.8
0.6
0

3.5
3.1
0.4
0

3.2
3.2
0.0
0

3.6
3.6
0.0
0

3.8
3.8
0.0
0

Total

192.0

160.3

142.5

120.2

132.7

Equities

2

Sweden
Europe
USA
Asia
Emerging markets

Total equities
Fixed income
Nominal

Index-linked bonds

Sweden
Eurozone
UK
USA
Asia
Sweden
Eurozone
USA

Total ﬁxed income
Real estate
shares in AP Fastigheter
timberland

1

The funds used for position-taking in futures have in this table been divided among the relevant asset categories.
This means that the ﬁgures in the table are not fully comparable with those in the balance sheet.
2
Also includes private equity.

Change in fund capital 2001-2005
2005

2004

2003

2002

2001

Fund capital 1/1
Net inﬂow
Special asset management
Net proﬁt

SEK million

160,254
2,312
593
28,791

142,536
1,397
254
16,067

120,211
2,143
424
19,758

132,724
1,984
3,017
-17,514

133,975
3,062
1,461
-5,774

Fund capital 31/12

191,950

160,254

142,536

120,211

132,724
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Change in strategic portfolio 2006 compared to 2005 (%)
Change in %
Swedish nominal bonds
European nominal bonds
UK nominal bonds
US nominal bonds
Asian nominal bonds
Swedish index-linked bonds
European index-linked bonds
US index-linked bonds
Real estate
Swedish equities
European equities
North American equities
Asian equities
Emerging market equities

-6.5
-6.4
-0.5
4.0
1.9
3.1
2.0
2.4
0.0
-4.0
-2.5
-0.6
4.1
3.0
-6

-4

-2

0

2

4

Risk-adjusted return for AP3 management mandates 2005
Active return % 1

Tracking error %

Information ratio

Relative VaR

General mandates
Tactical asset allocation (TAA)
Short term
Long term

0.09%
0.44%

0.04%
0.30%

2.42
1.49

7
56

Currency risk
Short-term ﬁxed income
Currency trading

0.04%
0.08%

0.03%
0.10%

1.54
0.89

5
18

0.36%
-3.79%
0.46%
1.90%
8.61%
2.40%

0.60%
1.21%
0.72%
1.94%
2.52%
1.67%

0.61
neg
0.64
0.98
3.42
1.44

67
38
15
12
9
6

1.25%

0.61%

2.04

22

-0.08%
6.02%
2.83%

0.87%
2.89%
3.80%

neg
2.08
0.74

17
15
13

Total North America

1.38%

1.03%

1.34

29

Japan
Asia-Paciﬁc

8.86%
4.29%

2.07%
3.17%

4.28
1.35

21
23

Fixed income

0.68%

0.37%

1.85

29

Total listed portfolio

1.21%

0.54%

2.25

103

Specialised mandates
Equities
Sweden
Europe – large cap (passive)3
Europe – mid cap
Europe – small cap
Europe – TMT (technology, media and telecom operators)
Total Europe
North America – large cap
North America – mid cap
North America – small cap

1

The active return of general mandates is measured as contribution to total active return. Active portfolio return is the applicable measure for specialised mandates.
Relative VaR translates relative risk into SEK. It states the maximum deﬁcit that a mandate can have against its reference index with a 95% level of probability.
3
Excluding the TMT sector (from 10 June 2005).
2

Summarised information ratios
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Currency exposure at 31 Dec 2005
EUR

GBP

JPY

USD

Other

Total

17,366

11,340

7,782

29,528

11,313

77,330

1,854
25,394
-36
52
44,629
-35,204

1,581
6,541
5
630
20,097
-14,684

40
11,820
-232
428
41,585
-35,430

409

34
75
1,660
9,551
-3,165

14
-51
11,686
-2,499

3,884
43,789
-174
2,718
127,548
-90,983

66.4%
-47.4%

9,426

5,412

6,387

6,154

9,186

36,565

19.0%

Assets exposed to currency risk by currency (SEK million)

Shares and units
Exposure in SEK to listed companies
with a foreign domicile1
Bonds and other interest-bearing securities
Derivatives
Other investment assets
Gross currency exposure
Currency hedging
Total currency exposure
1

40.3%

22.8%

The classiﬁcation of these holdings as a currency exposure arises from a legal requirement.

Credit structure for nominal fixed income portfolio
at 31 Dec 2005
%

Largest active positions at 31 Dec 2005

Portfolio
weight

Index
weight

Active
weight

Government bonds
Mortgage bonds and agencies

43.7
31.1

58.1
34.2

-14.4
-3.1

Corporate bonds Investment grade
High-yield

21.8
3.3

7.7
0.0

14.1
3.3

100.0

100.0

0.0

Total

Modified duration in fixed income portfolio at 31 Dec
2005 (including externally managed portfolio)
Bonds

Portfolio

Index

Active

Sweden
Eurozone
UK
USA

1.8
3.5
5.9
1.2

2.3
2.5
5.1
2.9

-0.5
1.0
0.8
-1.8

Total nominal

2.5

2.7

-0.2

Five largest holdings
in the internally
managed Swedish
equity portfolio at
30 Dec 2005 (SEK million)

Five largest equity
interests (voting capital)
in internally managed
Swedish equity portfolio
at 31 Dec 2005 (%)

Sweden

Market value

Company

Share

4,794
2,182
1,880
1,558
1,411

Haldex
Nobia
Telelogic
Ratos
Castellum

4.4
3.5
2.4
2.0
1.8

Ericsson
Nordea
H&M
AstraZeneca
Volvo

Five largest holdings
in internally managed
European TMT portfolio
at 31 Dec 2005 (SEK
million)
Europe

Market value

Vodafone Group
Nokia
Telefonica
Ericsson
Deutsche Telekom

584
332
294
221
197

Looking at the equities that AP3 overweights or underweights
in comparison to their reference index weights gives the most
representative picture of the Fund’s equity portfolios. The main
deviations from the index in the internally managed equity portfolios at 31 Dec 2005 are shown below.
Sweden (summary of all internally managed portfolios)
Portfolio
weight

Index
weight

Active
weight

Largest overweights, company (%)
Nobia AB
H&M AB
Ratos AB
Haldex AB
SE-Banken AB

1.1
6.4
1.1
0.5
3.8

0.0
5.6
0.4
0.0
3.3

1.1
0.8
0.6
0.5
0.5

Largest underweights, company (%)
Skandia Försäkringsbolag AB
Industrivärden AB
ABB LTD
Scania AB
JM AB

0.0
0.6
0.8
0.7
0.1

1.9
1.4
1.2
1.1
0.3

-1.9
-0.8
-0.5
-0.4
-0.2

Europe (TMT portfolio)
Portfolio
weight

Index
weight

Active
weight

Largest overweights, company (%)
Premiere AG
Mobistar SA
Telenor ASA
Telekom Austria AG
Royal KPN NV

1.6
1.5
2.1
1.1
3.6

0.0
0.0
1.0
0.0
2.5

1.6
1.5
1.1
1.1
1.1

Largest underweights, company (%)
BT Group PLC
Deutsche Telekom AG
Reuters Group PLC
Mediaset SPA
Pearson PLC

2.2
5.7
0.8
0.7
0.7

3.9
6.4
1.3
1.1
1.1

-1.7
-0.6
-0.5
-0.5
-0.5

Benchmark coverage at 31 Dec 2005 for internally
managed equity portfolios

No. of companies in benchmark
% of benchmark equities
included in portfolio

Sweden

Europe (TMT)

81

29

84.0

89.6
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Asset management mandates excluding TAA and foreign exchange1 at 31 Dec 2005

Region

Mandate
type

Active/
Passive

Market value at
31 Dec 2005
(SEK million)

Portfolio
return (%)

Index
return (%)

Active
return (%)

Tracking
error (%)

Start date

Sweden
Sweden

All
All

Active
Passive

10,792
18,639

32.1%
1.9%

35.5%
1.9%

-3.4%
0.0%

1.4%
0.2%

19-12-05

Europe
Europe
Europe
Europe
Europe
Europe
Europe

All
Mid cap
Mid cap
Mid cap
Small Cap
Small Cap
Large cap

Active
Active
Active
Passive
Active
Active
Passive

3,442
1,203
3,370
1,149
2,073
1,398
20,635

12.3%
31.5%
40.2%
7.2%
45.9%
45.1%
27.4%

9.9%
32.7%
32.7%
7.3%
35.5%
35.5%
27.2%

2.4%
-1.1%
7.5%
0.0%
10.4%
9.6%
0.2%

1.7%
2.8%
2.8%
1.6%
2.7%
3.9%
0.5%

01-01-05
31-08-03
27-05-04
04-11-05
29-08-03
29-08-03
31-12-00

North America
North America
North America
North America
North America
North America

Mid cap
Mid cap
Small Cap
Small Cap
Large cap
Large cap

Active
Active
Active
Active
Enhanced
Passive

3,051
1,935
1,588
1,658
9,293
9,324

22.5%
19.5%
15.0%
6.1%
5.4%
5.3%

15.6%
15.6%
8.0%
8.0%
5.4%
5.4%

6.9%
3.9%
7.0%
-1.9%
0.0%
-0.1%

3.2%
3.6%
4.4%
3.9%
1.2%
0.3%

22-06-04
22-06-04
31-05-03
13-08-04
30-08-02
31-12-00

Japan
Japan
Japan

All
All
All

Active
Active
Active

3,823
2,044
1,916

54.0%
57.5%
46.0%

43.9%
43.9%
43.9%

10.0%
13.6%
2.1%

2.8%
3.6%
2.7%

02-08-02
01-02-04
01-02-04

Asia-Paciﬁc
Asia-Paciﬁc
Asia-Paciﬁc
Asia-Paciﬁc

All
All
All
Large cap

Active
Active
Active
Active

2,948
1,951
926
1,214

16.0%
21.2%
17.2%
23.8%

15.4%
15.4%
15.4%
15.4%

0.6%
5.7%
1.7%
8.3%

3.1%
3.0%
6.8%
10.7%

01-08-02
06-03-04
06-03-04
12-03-02

Global

All

Active

76,881

3.4%

2.7%

0.7%

0.4%

North America
UK

Investment Grade
Investment Grade

Active
Active

2,504
4,554

2.5%
7.1%

1.6%
7.2%

0.9%
-0.1%

1.0%
0.8%

Manager
Sweden
AP3 internal portfolio
AP3 internal portfolio

Europe
AP3 internal TMT portfolio2
Kempen Capital Management
Axa Rosenberg Investment Management
Merrill Lynch Investment Managers
JP Morgan Asset Management
Pictet Asset Management
State Street Global Advisors

North America
Axa Rosenberg Investment
Management3
Batterymarch Financial Management
Batterymarch Financial Management
Dimensional Fund Advisors Inc
Merrill Lynch Investment Managers
Merrill Lynch Investment Managers

Japan
Capital International
JP Morgan Asset Management
Nomura Asset Management

Asia-Paciﬁc
JP Morgan Asset Management
Schroder Investment Management
APS Asset Management
UBS Perle 2

Fixed income mandates
AP3’s total ﬁxed income management3
of which:
Prudential Investment Management
Prudential Investment Management
1

Returns stated in local currencies and relate to 2005.
Returns stated in SEK ex foreign exchange hedging.
3
Including externally managed mandates.
2
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03-06-02
01-12-04

Investments in private equity at 31 Dec 2005
On 31 Dec 2005 AP3’s investment commitments and investments in private equity via private equity companies and funds were as follows.
All amounts are in millions and in local currencies.
Fund/private equity ﬁrm
Swedestart Tech
Swedestart Life Science
Goldman Sachs Vintage Fund II
HIPEP IV - European Venture Partnership
Litorina Kapital 2001
EQT Scandinavia I2
Legal & General Ventures 2
Candover 2001 Fund
Vision Capital III
PETP III (Adveq)
Warburg Pincus Private Equity VIII
InnKap 12
InnKap 22
Carnegie BiotechBridge Fund
Legal & General Ventures 3
CapMan Equity VII B
IT Provider Fund IV
InnKap 32
Paul Capital Partners Top Tier Inv. II
European Secondary Development Fund III
Altor 2003 Fund
Polder - Greenpark Co-Investment
Electra European Fund2
Crown Private Equity European Buyout
Auda Secondary Fund
Rhône Offshore Partners II
Four Seasons Venture IV
GS US Middle Market Buyout Fund
Keyhaven Capital Partners I
Kelso Investment Associates VII
Legal & General Ventures 4
Alchemy Investment Plan
Greenpark International Investors II
HarbourVest 2004 Direct Fund
NeoMed Innovation IV
Goldman Sachs Vintage Fund III
Ferd Private Equity
PETP IV (Adveq)
VenCap 10
Paul Capital Top Tier III
Four Seasons Venture IV TWIN AS
CD&R Fund VII
GS Capital Partners V
VenCap 62
Priveq III
Oak Hill Capital Partners II
Four Seasons Venture V B
Advent International GPE V
Warburg Pincus Private Equity IX
Henderson PFI Sec. Fund3
Electra European Fund II
Candover 2005 Fund
Capman Buyout VIII
AIG Co-investment Fund

Currency

Total
commitment

Invested
amount1

Distributions

Valuation

Vintage
year

SEK
SEK
USD
EUR
SEK
SEK
GBP
EUR
USD
USD
USD
SEK
SEK
EUR
GBP
EUR
SEK
EUR
USD
EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR
USD
USD
NOK
USD
EUR
USD
GBP
GBP
EUR
USD
EUR
USD
NOK
USD
USD
USD
NOK
USD
USD
USD
SEK
USD
SEK
EUR
USD
GBP
EUR
EUR
EUR
USD

80
50
25
20
150
180
7
25
13
20
35
64
95
5
5
20
200
14
30
15
25
10
20
30
25
20
100
80
25
25
5
6
20
30
10
20
200
25
25
30
34
30
30
10
180
25
100
20
30
20
20
20
20
30

53
33
18
6
92
156
5
24
7
11
32
64
83
5
4
16
71
7
13
5
18
10
20
6
13
20
85
14
2
9
3
4
4
12
1
5
111
3
3
1
5
6
7
0
27
4
32
2
6
3
3
0
0
4

15
0
13
0
69
153
6
10
0
1
8
11
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
2
4
4
8
1
6
11
66
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
50
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

27
21
10
4
69
23
1
19
4
9
30
91
35
5
4
15
54
5
11
5
24
8
16
5
8
11
111
12
1
9
3
4
4
12
1
4
151
2
2
1
6
6
7
-2
22
2
30
1
6
2
3
0
0
4

2000
2000
2001
2001
2001
1995
2001
2001
2002
2001
2001
1997
1999
2002
2002
2001
2002
2000
2002
2003
2003
2003
2000
2003
2003
2002
2003
2003
2003
2004
2004
2004
2004
2004
2004
2004
2004
2005
2004
2005
2005
2004
2005
1997
2005
2004
2005
2005
2005
2005
2005
2005
2005
2005

1

Relates to the de facto amounts invested or received by AP3 excluding investment commitments acquired on the secondary market. In these cases the amounts
correspond to the total investment amount during the full term of the commitment, i.e. amounts invested by AP3 and previous shareholders.
2
Holdings acquired on the secondary market.
3
Fund that invests in infrastructure assets.
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Stockholm, 22 February 2006

Lars Otterbeck
Deputy Chairman

Dan Andersson

Ingela Gardner Sundström

Chairman

Karin Kronstam

Kari Lotsberg

Harriet Piscator

Christer Romilson

Dag Sehlin

Kerstin Hessius
CEO

Claes de Neergaard

Auditors’ report
for the Third Swedish National Pension Fund, corporate identity number 802014-4120

We have examined the annual accounts, the accounting records and the administration of the Third Swedish National Pension Fund by the board of directors
for the ﬁnancial year 2005. These accounts and the
administration, and the application of the Swedish
National Pension Funds Act in conjunction with the
annual accounts, are the responsibility of the board of
directors. Our responsibility is to express our opinion
on the annual accounts and the administration based
on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards in Sweden. These
standards require that we plan and perform the audit
to obtain reasonable but not absolute assurance that
the annual accounts are free from material misstatement. An audit involves examining, on a test basis,
evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in
the accounts. An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used, and their application by the

board of directors, the signiﬁcant estimates made by
the board when compiling the annual accounts, and
evaluating the overall presentation of information in
those accounts. We believe that our audit provides a
reasonable basis for our opinion set out below.
The annual accounts have been prepared in accordance with the Swedish National Pension Funds Act
and give a true and fair view of the fund’s ﬁnancial
position and results of operations in accordance with
generally accepted accounting principles in Sweden.
The report of the directors is compatible with the
other sections of the annual accounts.
The audit has given us no reason for qualiﬁcation with regard to the annual accounts, the income
statement and balance sheet, the accounting records,
the inventory of assets or the administration of the
company in general.
We recommend that the income statement and balance sheet be adopted.

Stockholm, 23 February 2006

Anders Bäckström
Authorised public accountant
Appointed by the government
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Anna Hesselman
Authorised public accountant
Appointed by the government

Glossary

Active management Form of management based on taking active
positions in order to achieve higher
returns than the benchmark index.
Active positions are taken by being
overweight or underweight in assets
relative to the benchmark index or
reference portfolio based on market
forecasts.
Absolute return The actual return, in
kronor or percentage terms, generated by a portfolio during a speciﬁc
period.
Absolute risk Variation in absolute returns. Is often known as volatility and
is calculated as standard deviation.
Active return Difference between the
return on a portfolio and its benchmark index.
Active risk Variation in active returns.
Also known as tracking error.
ALM analysis Asset liability modelling.
Is performed using statistical simulations of how portfolios with different
asset mixes enable the Fund to
discharge its pension system obligations. ALM analysis forms the basis
for strategic portfolio asset selection.
Automatic balancing Occurs when pension system liabilities exceed assets.
Balancing involves indexing pensions
at a lower rate until the system
regains equilibrium.
Balance ﬁgure Total pension system
assets (excluding premium pensions)
divided by liabilities. If the balance
ﬁgure drops below 1, the automatic
balancing mechanism is activated
(see deﬁnition). This affects the
indexing of pensions.
Benchmark index Used to evaluate the
return on a portfolio. Usually takes
the form of a standardised market
index and is also known as the reference index.
Beta value Sensitivity of a portfolio or
equity to equity market movements.
An equity with a beta value of > 1
is expected to outperform a rising
market. An equity with a beta value
of < 1 is expected to underperform
a falling market, and an equity with
a beta value of =1 is expected to
perform in line with the market.
Buffer fund/buffer capital The name for
the First, Second, Third, Fourth and
Sixth Swedish National Pension
Funds. The role of the buffer funds
is to even out temporary variations
between pension contributions and
disbursements and to assist in the
long-term ﬁnancing of the pension
system.
Buyout Acquisition of a controlling interest in a mature company.

Code of conduct A corporate code of
conduct is a group-wide framework
of rules and systems to handle environmental and social concerns.
Corporate governance Term to describe
issues relating to the Fund’s role as
an institutional investor. The relationship between the different company
organs (AGM, board and CEO) is at
the heart of corporate governance.
Credit bond Fixed income security with a
higher level of risk than government
bonds. Often issued by corporations
and mortgage lending institutions.
Credit swap Derivative contract between
two parties, A and B, in which A
pays B an interest premium for a
speciﬁc period of time. B only pays
a premium to A in the event that
a predeﬁned asset-related event
occurs. The size of this premium is
the difference between the nominal
underlying value of the derivative
contract and the market value of
the asset in question. (Credit default
swap)
Currency hedging Neutralisation of currency risk, i.e. the risk of investing in
currencies other than SEK.
Duration Used as a measure of interest
rate risk by estimating the percentage change in the value of a bond in
the event of a change of 1 percentage point in market interest rates.
Enhanced index management See semipassive index management.
Fund strength Measurement of how
many years the buffer funds can
meet Sweden’s pension needs in
the absence of any inﬂow of pension
contributions.
Global Compact UN initiative based
on ten points that address human
rights, labour issues, environmental
protection and corruption.
High-yield Bonds with a higher credit
risk than government bonds and that
therefore offer higher returns. Generally have a lower credit rating than
investment grade bonds.
Index management See passive management.
Information ratio Efﬁciency measurement
for active management. It indicates
how much the Fund earns from
active risk-taking and from deviating
from the strategic portfolio or index.
Calculated as active return divided
by active risk (tracking error).
Investment grade Bonds which have a
credit rating of BBB or higher. Generally associated with low credit risk.

Passive management Asset management
that aims to achieve an identical
return to the benchmark index rather
than to beat the index. This is done
through investment that mirrors a
reference portfolio or index and is
also known as index management.
Private equity Collective term for equities
that are not listed on an ofﬁcial or
public market.
Rating Measurement of the creditworthiness of an issuer of securities.
Reference portfolio See strategic
portfolio.
Risk capital Generally refers to investments in a company’s equity. In
practice, it relates to investments in
companies that are not listed, i.e.
private equity.
Risk-adjusted return Means of evaluating
management performance in which
active return is considered in relation
to the level of risk in the portfolio.
The Sharpe and information ratios
are examples.
Sector allocation/sector strategy The
part of the investment process
that focuses on being overweight
or underweight in different sectors
of the equity market relative to a
reference portfolio or index with the
aim of outperforming the reference
portfolio or index.
Semi-ﬁxed weights In a portfolio, these
are weights that are permitted to vary
within speciﬁc limits. They reduce
the transaction expenses that arise
from rebalancing the portfolio due to
market movements.
Semi-passive index management Management style that often has a quantitative orientation and that attempts
to outperform the index with only a
small level of active risk. Is also
called enhanced index management.
Sharpe ratio Measurement of a portfolio’s risk-adjusted return, i.e. the
efﬁciency of the portfolio.
Equates to portfolio return minus
risk-free interest divided by the
standard deviation of portfolio return.
Strategic portfolio Also called the reference portfolio. According to AP3’s
analysis, it is the allocation of asset
classes best suited to the Fund’s
pension system commitments over a
timeframe of one to three years.
Sustainability reporting The way a
company reports its activities and
impacts relating to ﬁnancial, environmental and social issues.
Tactical asset allocation The overweights
or underweights of different asset
categories rather than individual
securities in relation to the strategic
portfolio for the purpose of generating outperformance.

Tracking error Measures the variation in
active return and is measured as the
standard deviation of active return.
Historic (ex post) tracking error describes the variation in realised active
return and thus measures risk levels
retroactively. Expected (ex ante)
tracking error is a forecast.
Value at Risk (VaR) Common measurement of the maximum loss that a
portfolio can sustain under a certain
period of time and with a certain
level of conﬁdence. VaR is calculated
daily for a period of one day and a
conﬁdence level of 95%. Portfolio
management often requires changes
to the structure of the portfolio to
keep this risk of loss at an acceptable level.
Venture capital Investments made
at an early stage in a company’s
development. The capital injected
is often used for product or market
development.
Yield curve Curve showing the relationship between market interest rates
and maturities (or duration) of bonds
with the same type of issuer and
credit risk.
Yield curve ﬂattening Describes a decline
in the yield curve, i.e. a narrowing
of the gap between short-term and
long-term yields.

Measures of return and risk
Absolute return (rp)
Portfolio return
Active return (rp-ri)
Portfolio return minus index return
Absolute risk or volatility ( p)
Standard deviation of portfolio returns
Active risk or tracking error ( p-i)
Standard deviation of active return
Sharpe ratio
(risk-adjusted absolute return)
Portfolio return minus risk-free return
divided by absolute risk =
rp-rf
p

Information ratio (risk-adjusted active
return)
Active return divided by active risk=
rp-ri
p-i
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